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Commencement on Mav 22nd
Commencement Exercises for
the 1960 graduating class of
Prairie View A&M College are
scheduled for May 22. On this
day approximately three hundred
students will be awarded degrees
and certificates.
The Commmencement speaker
will be Mr. James C. Evans. Mr.
Evans presently occupies the
post as Civilian Director to the
Secretary of Defense in Washington, D. C.
Degrees and certificiates will

An Exhortation
To Greater Achievement
By E. B. EVANS, President
I appreciate this opportunity to express congratulations to the
Class of 1960 in this special Senior Edition of your student publication, THE PANTHER.
First, let me commend you for making the decision to continue
your education to this important stage. This task has required
a great deal of you in terms of hard work, determination and in
many cases perhaps, personal sacrifices. You now stand on the
threshold of greater achievements and a life of dedication to
service.
Your graduation comes at a time when education is of utmost
importance in our national life. Our present space age and future
world developments will lean heavily upon brain power. There
has never been a time in our national history when we needed
so badly well-trained men and women to help our country meet
the great challenges of the future.
Just as it is important that you complete a college degree, it
is equally significant that you put this knowledge to work in
the most effective way. The possession of knowledge and information is uppermost among our needs, but self-realization is also
vital. Always remember that there is no substitute for honesty,
decency, truth, self-respect, love of others, virtue, and Christian
ideals and deeds. These characteristics are basic to the good
life - regardless of how much education we have.
Also remember that happiness is the true goal of all men. And
real happiness can only be realized when we learn to live in
terms of service to others.
There are many unmet needs in the hundreds of communities
you represent. Whether you continue your formal training or
go immediately to work, let me urge you to roll up your sleeves
and get down to the task at hand. You are part of the Prairie
View family, and in our great tradition you will be expected
to give generously of your services, and at all times striving for
higher levels of achievement wherever you may be.
Best wishes to all of you.

IN DEDICATION -

Class of 60
1

By Edison R. Fowlks, Editor
With the soon-coming Commencement exercise, a new
epoch in the lives of the three
hundred graduating seniors will
be ushered in. At this juncture
in the history of our destinies,
perhaps an acute and strenuous
melancholia will be endured by
most of us, as we realize the implication which the culmination
of our schooling here at Prairie
View brings - that of a discontinuation of the relative certainties, the endearing friendships, the exuberant spirit
which surrounds members of a
united body which entertains
common loyalty, aspirations,
and fellowship. We must then
stand on the brink of our individual destinies and view the
distant landscape, the surging
waters lapping the shore where
on the other side lies the grandeur of the lofty, mist-covered,
azure-tinted mountains the
awesome province of welcoming
Hesperus - a strang prospect
which we can neither figure out
nor know for certain that we
will reach.
In truth, there remains a tremendous expenditure of effort to
carry us across this wide expanse of sea before we reach
our destination. Though we have
succeeded thus far more stringent than to one less fortunate,
since our aspirations and stand-

ards for achievements are much
more aloof. Though opportunities for the college graduate are
more abundant, we are fated to
bear the burden of the masses
along with us, to serve as their
spokemen and their leaders,
while they are unbinded to any
far-reaching responsibility.
Although with an overwhelming responsibility, with four
years of higher education behind us, we have abounding inspiration, while others must fair
with less resources under the
overpowering and oppressing social disruption- with great tension, turmoil and woe constantly impending from the insane
society about us.
We have merely begun a task
whose complications continually
gain momentum, in an era the
structuralization of whose cultural pattern and social values
are truly chaotic. With this
cumbrous task we must move
ahead, driven forward by the
inspiration acquired through the
accumulation of a certain degree of intellectual, moral, and
spiritual maturity. Let us push
ahead
toward the opposite
shore, over the billowy sea,
where lie the grand and picturesque mountains - the Hesperus of our dreams, the satisfaction of an affluent, successful
life in the future!

be awarded the approximate
three hundred graduates by
President E. B. Evans. Other
activities featured on the program will include commissioning
of several ROTC graduates in
the United States Army Reserve
and recognition of superior
scholarship attained by members
of the graduating class.
On the same day a parents'
day will be featured, in which
visiting parents and friends are
encouraged to spend the day

..

"

with students. Family picnics on
the pacious campus are on the
order of the day. Parents are
also invited to visit the dormitories of graduating students.
Congratulations to all members of the class of '60. May
your successful completion of
college work serve as a stimulus
to greater achievement and enable you to lead a more successful and abundant and praiseworthy life for years to come.
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1960-'61 Student Leaders Chosen
In Second PV Council Election

MR. JAMES C. EVANS
Commencen .ent Speaker

Fowlks' Term as
Editor - in - Chief
Nearing an End
The term of Edison R. Fowlks,
the first editor of the Panther to
be voted into office by popular
vote, is gradually nearing an
end.
As an agricultural major and
a native of Terrell, Texas, the
editor's term may be characterized by a job well-done. During
his administration he has persevered to serve as a mediator
between the administration and
the students with the aim of establishing more understanding
and beneficial relations.
Throughout his stint at Prairie View, the out-going editor
has been very active. He is a
member of Alpha Kappa Mu
National Honor Society, listed
in Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges and Universities and several other organizations and clubs.

The general student election
of May 6, the second one of its
type to have ever been held in
the history of Prairie View,
marked a milestone in the cultural history of the college. Inclusive of candidates selected by
each of the four classes, and candidates to fill the major offices
of student government in addition to the capacity as the primary social figure of the college, that of the Queen, this
year's election proved to be the
most colorful, appealing, participated in, and progressive of any
election in the past.
Over twenty candidates for
the positions of Miss Prairie
View,
president of Student
Council, vice president of Student Council, business managertreasurer of Student Council,
secretary of Student Council, intramural manager, editor of the
yearbook, and editor of the
Panther entered the running
with hats in the ring. After conscientious and zestful campaigning the students' participation in
voting was characterized by
equal enthusiasm.
Since an individual must receive a majority vote in order to
win, there was a run-off of some
of the candidates earlier this
week. The final results were not
available at press time. The following are the results of the
first election in each of the eight
categories: In the election of
Miss P V, the run-off was between Donnya Stephens and
Kathryn Weisner; other candidates running included Jacque!-

ine Hoffman, Florence McNeil,
Sylvia Alexander, Shirley Thomas. In the election of president
of the Student Council Wayland
Washington was winner; his opponents were Lloyd Mayfield
and Jimmy Bates. Xavier Lemond won the vice-presidency
against George Wooley. The new
secretary of the Student Council
is Charlotte Washington whose
opponent was Maxine Anderson.
R. C. Clack is the business manager-treasurer of the Student
Council. His opponents were
Warren Green and Alexander
Pratt. There was a run-off between Sanderson Woods and
Phillip Fretty. Other candidates
running were Flynn Jackson and
James Miller. For the editorship
position, the run-off was between Sulsa Windom and Efton
Geary; the other candidate was
Troy Johnson.
The winners of each phase are
the people's choice and have dedicated themselves to serve the
student in all sincerity of purpose and with integrity by
which their positions are distinguished.
The following are the out-going leaders and their positions to
be filled by the newly elected
Queen and officers: Lloyd Mayfield, Student Council; George
Wooley, vice president of Student Council; Donnya Stephns,
secretary of Student Council; Alvin Watkins, business manager
of Student Council; Hazel Muse,
Miss Prairie View; Edison R.
Fowlks, editor of the Panther.

The Colors Struggle
By Xavier C. Lemond
Even on the calmest Thursday
here at Prairie View I can see
the biggest struggle anyone can
imagine. As I stand in my company on the drill field in Mass
formation I look northward.
There I can see three different
colors
prancing
majestically
through the air. They seem to
be enjoying every second they
spend high above every human's
head on this campus.
The band starts playing the
National Anthem and then the
struggle starts. The three colors
put everything they have against the four uniformed men who
will put them to bed for the
night. I always feel a thrill to
see them struggle; it's like the
See COLORS, Page 2

FRESHMEN COEDS - With a group of young ladies, like the one
shown above, beauty at PV will never be a problem. They are (L-R)
Loydia Johnson, Pamela Mitchell, Jonell Wilson, Helen Johnson, Mary
flelen Smith, Lois Chamber.
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PV Summer
Session to Begin
On June 6th

Prairie View YMCA Raises ~1100
For "Oliphant" Fund for Turkey
According to W . A. Van Johnson, Secretary of the Student
Christian Associations at Prairie View A & M College, the
Prairie View YMCA raised $1,100 for the Adam Oliphant
Fund for Turkey campaign
through
various community,
fraternal and sorority organizations and other groups from
Abilene, Texas. Adam Oliphant,
the president of the YMCA, will
leave from Abilene on June 20
for New York City, New York,
for an orientation period and
leave New York on the 28 to
return late in August.
He will visit the following
countries en route to and from
Turkey.
They are: France,
Switzerland, Greece, Yugoslavia and Italy. Through the work
camps, fifteen United States

students and a similar number
from Turkey and Europe will
team up to construct part of an
actual "Building for Brotherhood Project." Students are
building a sea wall, docks and
other waterfront facilities. Seminars and informal group life
will be an integral part of the
work camp.
The greatest single expansion
effort of the 20th century,
"Building for
Brotherhood,"
joins 33 countries in an effort
to raise $16,000,000 for 116 urgent YMCA building projects
all over the globe. North American YMCA's, as their share of
this, have taken a minimum
goal of $5,000,000.
This is a man-to-man expression of "Building for Brotherhood.''

Industrial Education Conference
Held Meeting at Prairie View
The 26th Annual Industrial
Education Conference will meet
at Prairie View A & M College
on May 6-7, 1960.
Dr. A. I. Thomas, Director,
Division of Industrial Education, has announced that over
800 high school teachers, students, counselors, principals and
state officials are expected to
attend the conference. The conference participants will explore
the theme ''Industrial Education
In the Golden Sixties." Special
attention will be given throughout the conference to issues,
problems and trends in industrial arts and trade and industrial education during the period 1960-1970.
The keynote speaker for the
conference will be Mr. Frank J.
Konecny, Vice-President, American Vocation Association and
Executive Assistant, Texas Engineering Service, College Station, Texas. Other outstanding
speakers at the meeting will be
Mr. Roger Barton and Mr. C. M.
Allen of the Texas Education
Agency.
A highlight of the meeting
will be the Annual Industrial
Education Awards Contest. The
contest is made up of exhibits
of students' project and competitive skill contests between students from the different high
schools. There are 16 Divisions,
32 Classifications and 78 groups
in the Industrial Education Awards Contest. Over 1000 projects
CITY DRUG STORE
Phone 243
Hempstead

Texas

and 50 teams of students will
be entered in the contest which
covers the areas of auto mechanics, cooking and baking,
cosmetology, general mechanical
drawing, architectural drawings
and models, dress making, dry
cleaning, electricity, electronics,
foundry, leatherwork, machine
shop, plastics, tailoring, upholstery, woodwork, wrought iron
and open classificatoins.
The Annual Industrial Education Conference is sponsored
each year by Prairie View A &
M College in cooperation with
the New Mechanics Clubs of
Texas, Inc. and the Texas Industrial Education Association,
Inc. The sole purpose of the
conference is the promotion of
the cause of Industrial Education in Texas.

Students Work Hard

On Senior Panther
This edition of the Panther is
the result of hard work rendered
by several students who persevered in a most worthy task.
Students collecting ads for this
issue are to be complimented for
doing such an excellent job. It
has been through this means
that this Special Edition of The
Panther has been made available
to you to cherish for many
years to come.
The persons collecting ads for
this worth-while endeavor are as
follows: Billy M. Johnson, Bobby Gray, John L. Johnson, Wilton ~arris, Henry McDuffy, and
OclerlS Simpson.
As you read this issue, think
of the students who have made
it possible.

SUPER -SAYE FOOD MARKET

MISS PV CANDIDATES - Shown above are the beautiful candidates
for Miss PV. They are (top) Sylvia Alexander, Jacqueline Hoffman,
Florence McNeil, (bottom) Donnya Stephens, Shirley Thomas, and
Kathryn Weisner.

Big Plans in Store
For PV in 1960-1961
Major plans for improvement
of student services and instruc•
tional activities are in development for the opening of the
84th academic year in September at Prairie View A&M College.
The long-awaited student union center, an eye-catching, well
appointed structure, will be open for use in September and
will bring together a large number of student activities now
scattered in temporary locations
over the campus. The new center will relieve other facilities
and in the end providing much
additional space for new activities and programs.
Several committees of students and faculty members are
now hard at work aiming to
make student life a wonderful
experience at Prairie View. Student government and other organizations, presently operating
in good order, are expected to
play an even greater role in the
life of the campus. Prairie View
is located four miles from the
nearest town and is really a
co~unity in itself. All social,
religious, cultural and recreational activities are provided by
the institution through its students.
Construction of a $1 ½ million
science building is well underway, and planning is developing for a health and physical
education building which is the
next major addition on the college's long range construction
program. The new science building will house the very latest
equipment in the physical sciences, including biology, chemistry and physics.
Additional laboratory equipment is being added in the
School of Engineering to upgrade facilities in architectural
civil, electrical and general en~
gi!leering. Prairie View engineering graduates are in demand in major industries in all
parts of the country.

Teacher education programs
in Arts and Sciences in agriculture, home economics, and industrial education are constantly under study and revision to
bring these programs into direct focus with changing needs.
Particular emphasis has been
given to new demands in home
economics and industrial education. The college offers two year
terminal programs in many
areas, in addition to regular
degree programs.
Degree programs are also offered in Nursing Education.
This program is affiliated with
Jefferson Davis Hospital and
the Veterans Administration
Hospital in Houston, and with
the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston.
A program of general military science is available to male
students.

The 1960 Swnmer Session
scheduled to begin June 6 at
Prairie View A & M College will
feature special educatiopal and
recreational activities tor both
adult students and their children who are below college age.
The college encourages married couples with families to enroll during the summer terms
when special housing facilities
are provided. Young people living on the campus during the
period will have opportunities to
participate in educational and
recreational programs which
cover the entire day and evenings.
Reading improvement, dancing, baton twirling, science
training, supervised library periods, little league and teenage
baseball, tennis, softball and
gymnastics are some of the activities which will be available.
Prairie View is ideally located for summer study and recreation for both youth and ad•
ults. Plenty of wholesome activities are provided at all times.

COLORS CONTINUED from Page 1
colors are fighting a life or
death battle. The velocity of the
wind, it seems to me, does not
affect their pugnancy; They
fight; they strttggle; they reach
upward; they try to climb back
to their greatest height. But the
four uniformed men pull the
three colors down, down, down.
Even when they get the three
colors down and there is no more
fight, the uniformed men know
what the colors were trying to
say.
Yes, they know . . . and we
know, too. Old Glory was showing us that we should never quit
without first giving a battle and this applies to everything
we do.

"Courteous Service Always"

Groceries -

Fresh Meats Miscellaneous

Produce

COP'YlllQHT 151157 TH( COCA.-COU Cm.PANY

717 Prairie Avenue

Prairie View, Texas

Houston, Texas

OPEN · FORTENBERRY'S COIN OPERATED
WASH

20c
LOAD

LAUNDROMAT

24-HOUR SERVICE

DRY
25c
2 LOADS

WE NEVER CLOSE

Just before you cross the railroad track -

DOWNTOWN
BARBER SHOP

Hempstead

KEUNEKE'S
CLEANERS
Hempstead, Texas
Phone 250

Also Laundry Service
and Expert Alterations

Dorlt just sit there!
You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication
much more if you'll get up right now and get
yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.
(Naturally, we'd be happier, too!)

•
i

BE REALLY REFRESHED
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

r.
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Business Major to
Receive Wall Street

22 Colleges and Universities
To Conduct Training Institutes

Journal Award
Mr. Wilton Harris, a senior
majoring in Business Administration was named by the Business Department staff, to receive the Wall Street Journal
Award.
Mr. Harris, from Bellville and
Austin, is an active member of
several organizations on the
campus. At present he is president of the Economics Club,
Firemen Club, an active member in the Texas Junior Race
Relations Committee. He is
former president of the BE-BA
Club, which he and several
other associates founded, and is
former president of the Methodist Student Movement. Mr.
Harris was also selected as one
of the students to be in the
"Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities." He is
also an honor roll student.

''Whos Who" in
Colored America
Now Available
NEW YORK, N. Y.-(SPECIAL)-As a source of informa-

tion for adults and a medium of
inspiration to the Negro Youth
of the nation, "Who's Who In
Colored America" is a 648-page
illustrated biographical directory of Negro Americans in
various fields of endeavor.
This book has been especially useful in showing that nothing is impossible and that there
is scarcely any endeavor which
Negroes have not entered, despite the known historic handicaps.
Librarians and representative
cross-sections of people in all
lines of activity indicate there
is a useful and serviceable place
for "Who's Who in Colored America" as a reference tool
With only a limited supply of
the book now available, any one
desiring information on securing a copy of the book may
write: The M. and G. Mailmart,
Post Office Box 17, Jamaica 2,
New York.

Breakfast in Bed

P. V. Style
By S. E. Wright
Can breakfast in bed in P. V.
dormitories ever become a reality? This is not as ridiculous a
question as it might seem. According to a recent report by
Dr. W. J. Stadelman, professor
of poultry science, and his staff
at Purdue University, this may
easUy become a reality.
Purdue's poultry processing
and packaging laboratory has

TIME AWARD - Doris Price, Prairie View A. & M. Nursing Student
was presented the TIME citation for being one of the national winners
of the TIME Current Affairs Contest. The presentation was made by
Dr. T. P. Dooley, dean of the School of Arts and Sciences. Along with
the citation, Mrs. Price received a master calendar which may be utilized
for 40 years and the inimitable volume: "The World's Great Religions"
published by LIFE.

mercial application.
Will this help the "P.V.'ites"
of '70 beat the breakfast line?
According to an informed
source, this revolutionary. idea
is likely to incur prohibitive initial costs. "However," this
source added, "in spite of the
prohibitive cost of supplying
See BREAKFAST, Page 5

developed a process whereby the
egg is fried, package in aluminum foil and quick-froze. Now
all one has to do to make an
egg-sandwich is to drop the
package into an electric toaster
and a minute later the hot fried
egg is ready to eat.
According to Dr. Stadelman,
the process is ready for com-

Twenty-two colleges and uniSix of the 22 regular-session
versities will conduct National Institute will be conducted durDefense Counseling and Guid- ing the full academic year. Four
ance Training Institutes during will enroll students for both semAcademic Year 1960-61, U. S. esters. Two will enroll one set
Commissioner
of Education of students during the first
Lawrence G. Dorthick announc- semester and another set during
ed today.
the second. The remaining 16
The Program, under Title V- Institutes will be conducted for
Part B of the National Defense less than a full academic year,
Education Act, will provide ad- generally for one semester only.
ditional counseling and guidance Counseling and Guidance Traintraining for about 800 secon- ing Institutes - Less than full
dary school teachers. The Pro- academic year:
gram also seeks to improve
Arizona
State
University
qualifications of present coun- (Tempe, Ariz.); Boston Universelors. Previously announced sity (Boston, Mass.); College of
under the same Program, were the
City
of
New York,
short-term Institutes to be held (New
York,
New
York);
at 84 colleges and universities George Peabody College for
next summer for about 3,000 Teachers (Nashville, Tenn.);
secondary school teachers. Most Michigan State University of
of the teachers who will attend Agriculture
and
Applied
the Institute will have had some Science (East Lansing, Mich.);
counselor training, and in many Ohio State University, The (Cocases the training offered at the lumbus, Ohio) ; Oregon State
Institutes will enable them to System of Higher Education
complete their academic re- (Portland, Oreg.); Purdue Uniquirements for State certifica- versity (Lafayette, Ind.); San
tion as counselors.
Diego State College (San Diego,
Those interested in enrolling, Calif.) ; Teachers College, CoCommissioner Derthick said, lumbia University (New York,
should apply directly to the In- N. Y.).
stitute in which they are interUniversity of Denver (Denested, and not to the U. S. ver,
Colo.);
University of
Office of Education.
See COLLEGES, Page 5

Lucky Strike's Dr. Frood declares:

Graduation is all a
matter of degree
Dear Dr. Frood: rm working my way
through college. I have delivered newspapers, worked as an usher in the local
movie theater and rolled bandages for
the school infirmary. What can my college life possibly prepare me for?

to all the friends he has made in college.
Is there any action I should taJce?
Dean

graph at left was ta1cen. At right is a
recent photo. What does the older generation have to say about this?
Serious Student

Beaver
Dear Beaver: Publishing, motion pictures, medicine.
t(),

t(),

t(),

Dear Dr. Frood: I am about to graduate top girl in my class. I have decided
to taJce up a career, rather than squander my intellectual achievements on
bawling! babies, dreary housework and
a sloppy husband. Don't you think I
have made the right decision?
Smart Ga/

Dear Dean: Give him a big smile, put
your arm around his shoulders and say,
"How're things, pal?"
t(),

Dear Dr. Frood: In the past four years,
I feel that I have become a wiser and

better man. How much do I owe to my
college for this?
Grateful
Dear Grateful: Sbhhl Somebody must
have forgotten to send you the bilL
t(),

t(),

t(),

Dear Dr. Frood: The older generation

Dear Smart: I do, and I feel safe in saying that I make that statement on behalf

claims college life is too soft. Just a lark.
Well, I am finishing four years, and look!
The day I enrolled in college, the photo-

Dear Serious: Just what we've said all
along. Parties, parties, parties!
t(),

t(),

t(),

Dear Dr. Frood: Yesterday I visited my
boy friend and I saw two Lucky Strikes
burning in an ash tray. One had lipstick!
Was I right in slapping him in the face
and leaving the room?
Scorned
Dear Scorned: No. Why get jealom just
because other girls smoke the same brand

you do?

of every man in America.
t(),

t(),

t(),

Dear Dr. Frood: What a mess I have

made out of college! I am flunking out
because I have been so lazy. I can't get
a job because I have made such a poor
record. I have no friends because I have
no college spirit. What is there left for me?
Chastened

CITIZEN OF THE YEAR - Dr.
E. R. Owens has been named "distinguishd citizen" of the year by
the Zeta Phi Beta sorority. Making the presentation is Mrs. Lucille
0. Smith, last year's winner and
retired cooking and baking instructor at the college.

Dear Chastened: You can always serve
as a horrible example.
t(),

t(),

Dear Dr. Frood: I was outraged to learn
that a rich, spoiled senior is planning to
give sports cars as v-wuation presents

0.-.r.~

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
.MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular
. sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because"'
l.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

~,:::.-:.~-----~/

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!
"J"~is Ollr middle name"

Pro"1«t of 3 ' : ~ J " ~ -
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Penn State U. Defeats
Proposal to Abolish
Unexplained Absences

Health Authorities
Keep Constant Watch
On Food Additives

PV Represented
At Annual National
Baptist Convention

The Prairie View Baptist
University Park, Pa. (I.P.) The Pennsylvania State Univer- Student Movement sent two
ity Senate recently defeated a representatives to the National
proposal to abolish the regulaBaptist Student Union Spring
tion requiring an instructor to
Retreat,
held at Meharry Medireport students who have three
cal
College,
Nashville, Tennessuccessive unexplained absences.
The proposal was made by the see.
Senate Committee on Rules.
Two Junior students, CharIn giving his committee re- lotte Washington, and Nevarro
port, E. B. Van Ormer said the
Harris were attendants to this
change was recommended because it might place more re- convention. Miss Harris is pressponsibility upon the student ident of the local Baptist Stuand help him to mature. Other dent Movement and Miss Wasnington is the local secretary.
reasons for the change were:
The theme for the convention
Requiring attendance in upper-level classes might adverse- was "Confronting New Frontiers
With Him." There were student
ly influence the class attitude.
The time required for roll representatives from colleges
and high schools all over Amtaking is lost in teaching.
The lapse of time between a erica that exchanged ideas restudent's disappearance from lating to methods of improving
the campus and reporting his local BSU's on college and high
absence in class is too large to school campuses.
A very educational event of
provide effective information in
the convention was a tour of
dealing with such cases.
Van Ormer pointed out that Nashville on which representathis proposal would not mean tives visited the Parthenon, the
unlimited cutting because rule Hermitage, Fisk University,
A and I,
the
K-1 of the undergraduate regu- Tennessee
lations is still in effect. This Seminary, and the Baptist Sunprovides that students be re- day School Publishing House.
quired to attend all classes and This tour according to the repbe responsible for the work resentatives was the most excovered. It also stipulates that citing one ever encountered by
instructors who feel a student them.
Mr. E. J. Johnson is the
with too many cuts has become
"deficient" in the course work sponsor of the local chapter and
can exclude him from the class. Rev. I. M. Pierson is minister.
Benjamin A. Whisler, chairman of the committee on Cal- and proposed an amendment to
endar and Class Schedule, said the original regulation asking
the original regulation was a that "any such cases" be substiuseful tool for discovering stu- tuted for "three successive undents who were having trouble explained
absences."
Dean
and helping them.
Simes' amendment was passed
Dean of Men Frank J. Simes and the original regulation was
supported Whisler's argument retained.

COMPLIMENTS of

CATER PRODUCTS, In,.
Feed, Grain and Farm Supplies

Phone 105

P. 0. Box 345

Waller, Texas

PV GENTLEMEN - Relaxing and watching the beautiful coeds pass
by have been a regular routine for the male students at Prairie View for
many years. Pictured from left to right are: Don Parker, Billy Hervey,
Bernard Parker, Johnny Davis, T. Reagor, Edgar Henry, (sitting) Alvin
Jeffrey, Lester James and Luther Dorsey.

Music Department Sponsors
Fine Arts Festival
A varied and intriguing array
of events in the cultural field
were presented during the
Tenth Annual Spring Festival of
Fine Arts. The festival, inclusive of events in the areas of
music, art, and drama, was held
on April 24 and May 8-24, under the sponsorship of the Department of Music.
The festival was commenced
by a piano recital given by Miss
Eva Joyce Wilson during the
Vesper hour on Sunday, April
24. This was given by Miss Wilson as a requirement for the
Bachelor of Arts degree in music.
The observation was resumed
on Sunday, May 8 by a concert
also given in the Vesper hour
by the A Cappella Concert
Choir, directed by Dr. H. Edison
Anderson. The remaining features were as follows: Monday,
May 9, at 8:00 p.m., a piano recital by Albert Hirsch; Tuesday,

May 10, at 3:30 p.m., student
recital, at 6:00 p.m. the Prairie
View Collegians on the Administration lawn, and at 8:15 p.m.,
another piano recital by Sibyl
Carr; Wednesday, May 11, 8:00
p.m., a dramatic presentation by
the Charles Gilpin Players, entitled "The Emperor Jones" by
Eugene O'Neill, under the direction of Mr. Horace J. Bond;
Thursday, May 12, at 8:15 p.m.,
a string ensemble; a movie on
Saturday, May 14; and throughout the latter week an art exhibit from the private collection
of Mr. and Mrs. Julius B. Jones
was held in the Music Hall
Library. This collection consisted of water colors by Samuel S.
Mitchel, a quite esteemed artist
of the late nineteenth century.
The committee directly responsible for the Fine Arts Festival, which provided a wholesome cultural area during its
observation, was composed of

for a

SUCCESSFUL CAREER
from

GUARANTY BOND
STATE BANK
F. D. I. C.

Waller

Texas

the following persons: Dr. R.
von Charlton, Chairman, E. W.
Cullins, A. L. Campbell, T. P.
Dooley, R. L. Bland Evans, H.
E. Fuller, Annie Jones, H. D.
Murdock, LeRoy Weaver and C.
A. Wood.

SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES 801-802
Progress of Women (toward men)

Dr. Allure
Magnetism of men who use ordinary hair tonics studied. Conclusion:
?arely existe~t. Magnetism of men who use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic studied. ~onclu~1on not ~et establi~hed since test cases being held captive
by neighbonng soronty. Exammation of alcohol tonics and sticky hair
creams ( rubber gloves recommended for this class). Result: repelled
women. Frequent use of water on hair cited: this practice deemed
harmless beca~se 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic mollifies its drying effect.
Femal~ Appraisal of Contemporary Male. Conclusion: Student body
0 . K. if student head kept date-worthy with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic.
Matmals: one 4 oz. bottle of 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic

BEST WISHES

Health authorities on all
levels of government keep a
constant vigil on the problem
of the food additives. Federal
and State laws as well as local
ordinances protect the public
from accidental or intentional
adulteration of food and drugs.
The Food and Drug Division
of the Texas State Department
of Health is the responsible
agency in Texas for enforcing
State food and drug laws. The
task has many facets - from
checking bread labels to tasting
milk.
Hardly any food is not altered in some manner to improve
taste, intensify color, keep fresh
longer or enrich its food value.
A new pamphlet, published by
the Food and Drug Administration of the Department of
Health Education and Welfare,
entitled "Food Additives" helps
to explain some of the complexities of the problem.
Additives are a regular part
of modern food merchandising.
There are several categories of
additives in common use.
Nutrient supplements are the
vitamins and minerals added to
foods to improve nutritive value, and sometimes to replace
those removed in procesing. For
example, thiamine (vitamin Bl ),
riboflavin (vitamin B2), and
niacin (another B vitamin) and
iron must be added to bread if
the bread is to be called "enriched."
Sugar substitutes or nonnutritive sweeteners are permitted
in foods for people who must
restrict their intake of ordinary
sweets. Saccharin and the calSee HEALTH, Page 16
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BREAKFAST

Union College Places
Automobile Restrictions
On Scholarship Students
Schenectady, N. Y. (I. P.) "No recipient of a Union College scholarship or a grant-inaid may drive a car on campus."
This new college policy, according to Calvin Schmidt, director
of Student Aid, has been a result of observations by Union's
Administration that in granting
financial aid, the college seeks
to "subsidize education, not automobiles."
"The administration expects
every student who is receiving
financial assistance from the
college to reduce his expenditures for non-essentials to a
minimum. Although it is not
easy to enumerate expenses
which fall into the nonessential
category, there is one expense,
the operation of an automobile
at college, which the Student
Aid Committee does believe
should not be incurred by recipients of financial aid.
"Therefore, unless special permission is received, students
having aid will jeopardize renewal to their aid for the next
semester if they maintain an
automobile during the academic
year."
There are 150 College Scholarships and 125 grant-in-aid
holders in the student body. Of
these, only a small percentage
is violating the rule. Certain
legitimate excuses are allowed,
but specific permission must be
received.

CONTINUED from Page 3

SENIOR ROTC OFFICERS - Shown above are most of the ROTC
Officers who will be commissioned into the. U . S. Army in May ~r
August. Left to right: James Henry, Frederick Greene, John McNeil,
General Hilliard, James C. Jones, Wilbert Flowers and Johnny R. Jackson.

Assumption College Will Hold

each dormitory room with deluxe toasters, and stocking large
amounts and varieties of precooked food-stuffs; the idea is
not to be discounted as a consumer advantage. That is to say
that whereas, it would not at
first seem to be practical for an
institution of any considerable
size, such as hospitals, colleges,
cafeterias, etc., to adopt such a
plan of service; taken on an individual consumer basis, the development holds a great potential benefit."
One of the military personnel
pointed out the advantage that
such a development will give
men who serve on isolated outposts, such as our radar-listening stations in the artic. Dry
cell battery-powered toasters
could eventually replace entire

field-kitchen units, thereby reducing man-power requirements
as well as cost per capita for
maintaining the personnel of
these out-posts.
Eating in the dormitories
may have its disadvantages. The
opportunity for an hour of
pleasant
meal-time
dating
would be eliminated; litter-bugs
would become more of a problem; added work for dormitory
matrons and monitors would be
off-set by many advantages. As
there certainly will be more to
study, the student will have
more time to study; he will
have hours added to his leisure;
greater variety in choice of
foods will prove an attractive
prospect.
So "P. V.'ites"
you may
yet be able to eat breakfast with
your eyes half-closed, come the
spectacular 1970's.

Preparatory Institute

Worchester, Mass. (I. P. pletely part of the college miAssumption College will hold a lieu, participating in all sumcollege preparatory institute, mer session social activities as
"How To Get Into College And well.
Stay There" in conjunction with
During the six-week period
its co-educational summer ses- students will be given a series
sion from June 23 to August 5, of tests to serve as a basis for
1960. Classes will be held from guiding the student in planning
8 :30 to 10 :20 a.m., Monday his future work. Intensive practhrough Friday during that tice in reading skills for the imperiod.
provement of both comprehenDirector of the Summer sion and speed will be given unSchool Paul L. Ryan states the der laboratory conditions.
course is primarily intended for
Emphasis will be placed upon
prospective college students but the development of good study
will also be beneficial to anyone
wishing to develop correct hab- habits, topics, related to college
its of study. It aims at helping preparation and examinations,
the student to overcome the and the use of the library facilusual high school to college ities for reference and research.
At the close of the session a detransition difficulties.
COLLEGES
The Institute will provide stu- tailed study of the individual
CONTINUED from Page 3 dents with an opportunity to student will be sent to parents
for guidance purposes.
Georgia (Athens, Ga.); Univer- spend six weeks of study in a
atmosphere
during
sity of North Dakota (Grand college
Forks, N. D.); University of which they will come in contact
Texas (Austin, Tex.); Univer- with undergraduate and gradusity of Wisconsin ( Madison, ate students, college professors,
Wisc.); Washington State Uni- and educators from foreign
countries. They will be comversity (Pullman, Wash.).
The Anne E. Preston Chapter
of the Student National Education Association, is approaching
the end of a wonderful school
year. The membership, which
was at a high this year, was
made up of students on all levels.
A most impressive program
was presented to the campus
during Education Week. The
program depicted the three types of the traditional teacher, the
teacher who does not care and
the teacher is ideal.
Various programs were held
at the meetings of the SNEA.
The one attracting the most attention was the "Report of the
Authorized Chevrolet Sales and Service
Student Teachers." At this meet~
ing some of the student teachers
who had been on the "Field" told
of their experiences while doing their student teaching.
Many new members are in
sight for next year after a campaign for perspective members.
Phone 365
This campaign was ended with
a picnic behind the A. I. Building. The SNEA is proud to see
Hempstead
Texas
many of their senior members
going into the teaching profession. Good luck, SENIORS!
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Student NEA Ends
Successful Year

FINE FURNITURE
in mahogany, maple
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solids
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Westminister's College Women May
Smoke in Sorority Chapter Room

Poisonous Moth Now
Prevalent in Texas
A 1egalopye opercularis
for tho
of you who don't
have an entomology textbook
handy - is a moth, commonly
call d "a p" in the larval stage.
The
brown or grey, semicrescent shaped larvae may becom extremely abundant, feeding on the foliage of a variety
of trees and shrubs. They're
making their annual appearance
in Texas now, and will be noticeable until months of late
fall.
Everyone should familiarize
themselves with the appearance
and medical importance of these
stinging caterpillars. Children,
in particular, should be warned
to avoid them.
Individual reaction to the
stings varies greatly, dependent
upon many factors such as age,
sensitivity status, size of caterpillar, area of skin involved, and
the amount of pressure on contact.
A mature larva dropping
from a tree into a person's shirt
or blouse and mashed against
the skin in several places before
being retrieved would likely
cause a much more painful condition than the simple act of
brushing an exposed arm or leg
against a small specimen.
A burning pain is felt almost
immediately on contact. Small,
raised, whitish spots appear,
later becoming red. The inflamed area may spread for
several inches, accompanied by
swelling.
The resulting skin reaction
frequently lasts for days, Further systemic symptoms may arise
of an allergic nature.
Hollow hairs are filled with
poison supplied from poison
gland cells opening directly to
the hairs. The tips of the hair
or spine can readily penetrate
the skin and breaf off.
The "buck moth" is another
stinging caterpillar common to
oak trees as well as some other
trees, often stepped on by barefoot children.
Leave the puss caterpillar and
"buck moth" alone. For while
they probably won't kill you,

THE A CAPPELLA CHOIR VISITS THE CAPITOL - Group enjoyed
W ahsington visit; sang for dignitaries, made new fr~ends fo~ the College. Choir Director H. Edison Anderson is shown (ri?ht) being greeted
by Representative Clark Thompson of Texas. The entire East Coast tour
included concert appearances in Cleb~me, Da!las <D:d _Fort Wo~th, T~;
Tulsa Oklahoma· Sedalia Missouri; Detroit, Michigan.; Philadelphia,
Penn;ylvania; N:wark, N:w Jersey; New !or~ City; Chicago, Illinois;
and Jefferson City, Missouri. The popular singing group toured the West
Coast in 1959.

a disturbed system isn't something to be taken lightly.
A spray of lead arsenate (two
tablespoons per gallon of water)
or 50 per cent wettable DDT
(two teaspoons per gallon of
water) will get rid of them for
you. ( A weekly feature of the
Public Health Education Division, Texas State Department
of Health.)

Engineering Graduates

fonn Seattle Club

New Wilmington, Pa. (I. P.) Sororities may make reservaWomen on the Westminster tions on this permission, if so
College campus are now per- desired, but these reservations
mitted to smoke in sorority must be brought to Senate. Inchapter rooms. This privilege dividual sororities are permittwas extended recently to the ed to invite independent upperwomen students on a trial basis class women to smoke in their
by Dr. Will W. Orr. The length chapter rooms, if they so
of this trial will depend upon choose.
This permission is not all Inthe women and the discrimination with which they handle clusive since it does not and was
this permisison, Westminster's not intended to Include freshpresident said.
men, at this time. Sophomore
It is hoped that the women women living In Shaw dormitudents will realize that this is tory may not smoke in the dorjust a step forward in what we mitory. Smoking at either sorhope will be a successful experi- ority or fraternity parties will
ment, he added. The following still not be permitted. Neither
rules are now in effect:
will it be permitted wherever
1. There will be no going women students gather reprefrom dormitory to dormitory senting Westminster College;
this includes games at home and
after hours to smoke.
2. Quiet hours will be en- away, formals, etc.
forced. The girls are reminded
It was pointed out here by the
to be quiet going from the chap- administration that this pennis•
ter rooms.
sion places a great deal of re3. Each sorority will be in
sponsibility on Junior and Sencharge of enforcing the rules
and also making sure that there ior women. It is up to every
are an adequate number of ash- woman on campus to show that
trays provided and that the she is responsible enough to be
rooms are well ventilated. 'lbe permitted this privilege, the disorority Senate representative
rective notes.
may be in charge of this.

Physical fitness Was _ Wm. and Mary College
Stressed at Prairie View Designs New Program
The department of Health and To Meet Space Age
Physical Education at Prairie

Eleven former students of the
View A&M. College, held special
School of Engineering who are activities on May 1-7 in obseremployed in the Seattle, Wash- vance of National Fitness Week.
ington area have formed an orImportance of keeping fit ganization, called ''The Prairie physically, mentally and emoView Association for Technical tionally - is the general theme
Advancement." (P. V. T. A.)
of the observance. Faculty
The main purposes of the or- members as well as students are
ganization are - "aiding schol- urged to make use of available
• •
arship worthy Prairie View En- recreational facilities, such as
golf, tennis, hildng and campIt is with utmost sincerity and gineering Students; to reflect ing.
gratitude that the Panther staff recognition, appreciation, and
National Physical Fitness
credit to our Alma Mater; and
expresses its wholehearted ap- to provide stimulus of the latent Week is an outgrowth of the
President's Conference on Phypreciation to the Sealy News, genius within ourselves.
sical Fitness held a few years
Sealy, Texas, for the splendid
ago. Organizations of all types
job done in the printing of this
Largest river basin in the joined in the drive to keep this
Special Senior Edition of the world is that of the Congo important objective before both
Panther.
young and old in this nation.
River in Africa.

Edito~s Note
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The Best for Less
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Stetson Hats -

Nunn Bush Shoes
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Hempstead

Texas

Williamsburg, Va. (I. P.)
A program leading to a master's
degree in teaching of science,
designed to meet the needs. of
established secondary school
teachers of science and mathematics in the age of space, will
be offered for the first time this
sum.mer at the College of William and Mary.
The program will be implemented under William and
Mary's summer institute in
science and mathematics, which
will be supported this summer by a $97,200 grant
from the National Science Foundation. It calls for successful
completion of 30 semester
credits of graduate study by
each candidate for the M. T. S.
degree, over a period of three
summers in residence.
The emphasis of the program
will be upon scientific or mathematical subject-matter. Of the
30 semester credits required for
the degree, 24 must be earned
in courses in biology, chemistry,
physics and mathematics, while
six additional hours will be accepted in these fields or in marine science or education.
In addition to the required 30
hours and three summers in
residence, each student must
complete three years of successful teaching of science or
mathematics in an accredited
secondary school. Approximately 75 teachers will be enabled
to attend the eight-week William and Mary summer institute
this year. Dr. Melvin A. Pittman, chairman of the department of physics and summer institute director, stated that todate, the college has received 1,500 inquiries and 500 completed
applications for this summer's
session.
Commenting on the plan,.
President Alvin Duke Chandler•
stated: "Programs such as this
one can help one of our nation's
most urgent needs - that of
training better qualified teachers who in turn will educate the
young men and women who are
our hope for America's continWild scientific preemJDflDC&"
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"Something

• f"
Br1e

Technical Specialists
May Apply for Regular

by William D. Portis, Jr.
I! I were to mention all of
the mistakes and misfortunes
that I've encountered since my
entrance into this institution I,
like many others, would be able
to write a sixteen page newspaper or Panther concerning
only them. But nevertheless
they have been recorded as only
memory and certainly the time
is beyond it's- altering stage. It
often causes me to wonder
whether my early graduation
from high school had anything
specifically to do with many of
the mistakes made.
The question also arises in
my mind in respect to others
entering college at an extremely
young age, when I speak of extremely young I mean from fifteen through seventeen years of
age. But for some reason an
answer always presents itself
telling me that it depends totally upon the individual involved.
An early entrance into a college
under normal circumstances, by
normal circumstance I mean if
the student's work is average or
efficient enough so as to permit
him to graduate in the expected
time (four years), would lead
to an early graduation which
would send him out into the
world at a young age also. Has
that question ever entered into
your minds?
Contrary to the beliefs of
many, I think that if the individual is strong enough and
if he has advanced far enough
into the stages of maturation,
few problems will stagger him
in comparison with those faced
by others of older ages.
I admit my stay here has been
generally a pleasant one with
many incidents occurring to
make me feel otherwise but
that as I have learned ls life.

We have our bright days and
our dark days but it is only the
wise man who during the brighter days prepares for the dark
days which are sure to follow.
But there is one being whom
we should never fail to consider
and recognize on each of these
days (The Almighty). Although
my days spent here have not
been
the
most
religious
ones, I believe in prayers,
and I have never ceased to do
so and it is quite obvious that
someone else has been in constant prayer too.
For
anyone
desiring
to
achieve anything in life he must
first have a purpose and a goal
in mind and it is the sincere
hope of the writer of this particular article that you will let
no temptation drive you easily
astray. It is a very naive task
to go wrong or to do wrong and
they are tasks to be accomplished by the narrowest of minds.
Perhaps I have not been a
true liver of many of the ideas
previously mentioned in this
writing, but certainly I have
been disturbed since to the extent that I am aware of the
mistakes and it might prove
vital to me in being a more
stable and well adjusted individual so that I may stand as guide
to others in the oncoming fu-

ture.
We must learn to be total observers and utilizers of time,
that is, we must budget our
time to our greatest advantages.
This brief writing is written
with the intention of by no
means being an autobiography.
Although it does exemplify and
represents to a great extent
many ideas and concepts gained
as. a result of my limited eduSee BRIEF, Page 10

Army Commissions

HIGH SCHOOL TRACK TEAM - S1wwn above is a high school track
team receiving a trophy from Mr. 0 . ]. T1wmas, Director of the Intersc1wlastic League.

State and National NFA Officer
Makes Appearances
by Cecil L. Strickland
r-

An orator, leader, state and
national personality mark the
characteristics of one of Prairie
Views' most outstanding students. Alfred L. Roberts, a 17
year old Freshman from Sommerville, Texas, is presently
serving as the State President
of the Texas State Association,
and the 1st Vice President of
the National New Farmers of
America Organization.
He is the son of Mrs. Ellen
Arnold of Dallas, Texas, and the
youngest of two boys. Alfred
graduated May, 1957, from E.
J. Scott lilgh School.
While attending high school,
Alfred took an active part in
many of the extra-curricular activities. He was the local NFA

Individuals possessing the educational
qualifications
and
scientific knowledge critically
essential to the national defense
are being offered an opportunity
to apply for a Regular Army
Commission whether or not they
have had previous military experience, Fourth U. S. Army
Headquarters announced.
Opportunities are being offered in 22 Chemical Fields; 18 Engineering fields; 19 Ordnance
fields; 32 Quartermaster fields~
20 Signal fields; 19 Transportation fields; 18 Medical Service
fields and 5 Finance fields.
Among the technical fields concerned are: chemistry, engineering, nuclear physics, electronics,
agriculture, bacteriology, psychology, pharmacy, meteorology,
business management and administration, and many other
related fields.
Individuals possessing a master's or doctor's degree from an
accredited college or university
in any of the above technical
specialties, or a bachelor's degree with practical experience in
a particular technical specialty,
and who are eligible otherwise,
can qualify for Regular Army
Commissions.
An applicant must be between
21 and 27 years of age, but
those with military experience
may apply if they can complete
20 years active commission ser-

president for four years, secretary of the local chapter, president of the Freshmen and Sophomore class, vice president of
the Junior and Senior class,
secretary of the Sunday School,
secretary of the Juvenile Lodge,
member of the band, choral
club, basketball team, Masque
and Gavel Club, and the American Woodmen Organization.
Alfred has done extensive
travel; he has been to some
See SPECIALISTS, Page 10
seven states. He was Texas'
Representatives to the Dedicaof Oklahoma, Georgia, Arkansas
tion of the Future Farmers of and Texas.
America Supply Service in
Alfred is majoring in VeterWashington, D. C. Alfred has inary Medicine and is truly dedserved as guest speaker at sev- icated to not only his field of
eral
Father-Son,
Mother- study, but a1so to helping manDaughter Banquets in the states kind through leadership.

_
New cigarette paper "air-softens" every puff!

J\low even the paper adds to
Salem's springtime freshnessl

Salem's amazin9
new HIGH POROSITY
paper "air-softens" every puff.

Invisible porous openings
blend just the right amount of air with
each puff to give you a softer, fresher,
even more flavorful smoke.

An important break-through in Salem's
research laboratories brings you this
special new HIGH POROSITY paper which
breathes new freshness into the flavor.
Each puff on a Salem draws just enough

fresh air in through the paper to make the
smoke taste even softer, fresher, more
flavorful. If you've enjoyed Salem's springtime freshness before, you'll be even more
pleasednow.Smokerefreshed,smokeSalem!

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too
NOW MORE
rHANEVER

s a Iem

re f res h es your t ast e
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Foreigners Engage in
Study Program

ABrief Perspective of the
Panther Newspaper, 1959- 60
By Jimmy E. T.ydia

As thi current academic year approaches its clo e, the
student body i about to witnes the consummation of a year
whose policie of student repre entation were distinguished
from the policie of former year . Thi school year was one
in which the office of tudent government were filled by
persons selected by the tudent body at large, as distinct
from those of former years when student representatives
served posts delegated to them through small, select groups
or mere individuals appointment. Included in this recent
innovation in campus repre entative policy is the organ of
student publication, the PANTHER newspaper, whose editor was elected through popular vote along with various other
officers.
With this is ue of the PANTHER the editor, Edison R.
Fowlks, pauses to express his sincere and wholehearted appreciation to the students at Prairie View for their role in
the success of the college newspaper and to present a brief
recapitulation of some of the major f eatu res of his administration. Realizing that the efficiency of any organ is d~
pendent upon the attitude and functioning of its constituents,
the editor asserts the following: "It has been through your
interest and cooperation that the PANTHER has exceeded
in service, freedom and independence, which are required of
an ideal institution representing all of the characteristics
needed for proper training and learning."
During the period of his editorship, he has persevered
to voice the attitudes and desires of the students and to speak
out on controversial issues of consequence to the students.
That service as a mediator between the administration and
the students with the aim of establishing more understanding and beneficial relationships is the responsibility of the
student press has been his conviction. On issues such as
the departmental tests and the ordeal of dining hall sanitation, he did not condescend but was stalwart in carrying out
the responsibilities of his position.
The editor's stand on an issues has not been altered by
the administration, nor has any coersion of any sort, though
it may have been directed toward him, been effective. Those
sentiments which he exl)ressed have been either regarding
those issues which were of currently prope1Iing significance
or which he felt should be treated because of their having
been neglected in the past. In this connection, he truly concerned himself with that which affected the general student
body, believing that when he was elected to the position, it
was naturally assumed that he was capable of supervising the
position with intelligence and dignity of office and with due
respect to the students and their alma mater.
Growing out of his administration has been the acquisition of an abundance of knowledge and perception which
otherwise would have escaped him. In regard to this, he
offers the fo11owing- as the broad summation of the fruits
of his vear's exnerien<'e: "Mv interest in the PANTHER shall
continue to live. for the term of mv editorshio has been very
remunerative in terms of the acauirinrr of administrative insights. nroficiencv. and :in understanding of the basic variables in dealing with neople. It has been an experience which
win he an inseparable addition to my storehouse of knowledge."
THE PRAIRIE VtEW PANTHER
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This edition of the "Panther" will de-fi-nit- ly be added to my everlasting files .

Class President's Message
"To the shortest path and to the longest love comes an evil" · inevitable change, brings the sweet sad word . .. " FAREWELL"

Fourteen participants representing Ghana, Nigeria and Liberia, Africa, arrived at Prairie
View on April 30, under the
leadership of Mr. J. J. Wood,
Department of Poultry Husbandry, Prairie View A&M College to participate in a study
program. These individuals are
as follows: Eugene Bortei Doku,
Ghana; Albert A. Laryea,
Ghana; Clement Tagoe, Ghana;
Seth Nyame-Abu, Ghana; Nadolina Yenli, Ghana; Abdul Kadira, Ghana; Samuel Abodunde,
Nigeria; Gilbert Abraham, Nigeria ; Mohanned Dahiru, Nigeria; Walter Samila, Nigeria;
Obed C. Menakaya, Nigeria;
John Erne, Nigeria; Jeremiah
Odusanya, Nigeria;
Joseph
Momolu Dukerly, Liberia;
The countries participating in
this study program recognize
the need to strengthen their
system for helping rural people
to improve their levels of living
through the application of agricultural and home economics information
made
available
through research and obtained
from other sources. A study of

Dear Classmates:
It is said that every rose has its thorn, every joy its
undercurrent of sorrow; certain it is, that the Class of 1960,
finds its pleasure of achievement dimmed by the discontinuation of school and class companionships. - With these melancholy thoughts of departing, I took a quick retrospect of
See FOREIGNERS, Page 14
the past and tried to recall all of the senior classes which I
had ever observed with interest.
A thought comes to me which stands out more readily
than any other is that senior classes are made to believe that
the world is simply a magician's hat, in which they have to - by William D. Portis
but wave the magic wand over and a11 of the ideas, oppor- Go to the water where the fish
tunities and other things which they most earnestly desire
hang out,
will appear. Many have observed, and in many cases the You'll find them of all sizes, the
cats and trouts;
dreams and hopes were unrealized and the lofty castles
reared so high with such a tremendous amount of confidence Some exist easily on the
bottom, while others
went tumbling to the ground. - But how could I tell you,
strive for the top,
my Classmates, that our visions, mine as well as yours, were
deceptive and misleading? Yet, how could I repeat the folly Their hobbies are all in common
and they never seem to
of past years and ten you that everything will come out
stop.
exactly as planned with a minute bit of effort on our part?
We know that all of the days of the class of "60" have Fish are like some people, just
merely living,
not been filled completely with sunshine, but we realize that
the days of dark clouds might have been necessary in order And at the sight of a bait, their
lives becoming worth
that the fu11ness of the sunshine might be well appreciated.
giving ;
It is my hope and conviction that the class of 1960 realizes that it graduates in an era when the greatest need is I don't dare compare a fish with
the brainyfied man;
for people. youn~ neople who are willing to accept responsibility instead of fleeing and shirking the moments an ob- But if you examine the situation
closely, I really think
stacle confronts them.
you can.
But mind you this message is not all of a reprimanding
nature: The class of 1960 is able to realize its visions and Fish are parasities which exist
in the human beings t.oo.
convert its air castles into nermanent and visible structures
by work and endurance. We have made a giant step by Depending upon other's
progress to see them
investing time. and re ources in the bank of education which
through:
is a great factor in this soace age of imagination defying
feats. We, the pronucts of modern education are fortunate The Catholic sided individuals
even celebrate the fish,
to have been sort of triple developed and sent forth as students of upright character. vig-orous and healthy bodies and They are creatures of much
concern, when planning
weB-trained minds that we may give to humanity the comFriday's dish.
bined effort of heart, hands. and head.
I am extremely .i rrateful for the cooperation this past When hunger undertakes her
duty and pursues with
year given by each member of the class. My best wish is
her task,
for prosperity of the class individuaily and collectively.
. Classmates, let us re~olve to fare forth bravely and so Whether in a man or in a fish,
hunger wears no mask;
lr':'e that we may be proud of each other and that Prairie
View may be proud of the whole group of us. Let us pay Take a fish out of the water and
he is surely to die,
our debt to our school and our society by years of noble livPerform the same functions on
ing and ours wi11 be the class that succeeds.
a man and likewise it's
BEST WISHES,
goodbye.
Henry McDuffy, President
tion, for you will, in later years,
learn that it is extremely important to be able to proudly identify yourselves with an institution.
By Roscoe W . Lewis
As we enter the "SIZZLING
President of Local Alumni Association
SIXTIES," you will discover
The graduating- Seniors are entering a new era - the that students from Prairie View
:'SIZZLING_ SIXTIEs:•- The four years that have been spent will have many more careers,
m preparation for this era have been the most crucial years and educational opportunities
of your lives. Habits, ~tti~udes, friendships and loyalties than those who graduated in the
h~ve been formed that w1ll mfluence your actions and reac- "THREAD- BARE THIRTIES."
tions for many years. You are to be commended for possessing the perseverance to complete your college education. This has been possible because
. Your College ~as sincerely attempted _to !lid you in equip- of the faithful few who have
pmg yourselves with the fundamental pnnc1ples required to contributed to the growth and
cope with the problem that will be encountered. Your debt progress of the institution
to the Conege will be repaid in proportion to the degree of throughout its 80 years of exsuccess that you shall attain, and in direct proportion to the istence. These staff members,
degree of your loyalty. We as Alumni only ask that we will students and Alumni have rebe allowed to point to this succes with pride in the years fused to accept the retrogressive
to fonow.
pathway. At this very moment
W ~ . regard the Co11ege a a family and take pride in plans are being formulated
recogn1zmg the ~tud~nt~ who are g~nuinely interested in the which will cause your hearts to
P!ogress of the n!stit_ut10n_. We w11l continue to exert posi- swell with pride when you rebvE: eff?rts. to :mamtam this progress, for we are aware that turn for your tenth year reunion.
an mstitubon 1s no s~rong-er than its ALUMNI, STUDENTS Will you return to criticize or to
or STAFF. We realize that we must continue to grow for say to yourselves, "I helped to
~he~ growth ceases,. the road to retrogression is undeniably accomplish this."
llleVltable. The Seruor students should maintain this tradiThis is your challenge.

"The Fish Like Man"

ACh llen . e fo the Seniors -1960
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Why I Chose Agriculture

After Graduation
Then What?
Darlene R. Sheppard
Bryan, Texas
.
After leaving this great m:titution of learning for a while
my plans are to be hired as a
teacher of business subjects or
Spanish in an accredited high
school, and to get married and
raise my family.
Dorothy L. Thompson
Dallas, Texas
I am a senior majoring in
Elementary Education and minoring in Art Education.
After graduation in May, my
future plans are to get a job
and work. Later on I intend to
travel and go to graduate school
to work on my masters degree.
Lucy Jean Jackson
Eagle Lake, Texas
I plan to further my education by doing internship to prepare myself for better job opportunities. I also plan to work
in a hospital to obtain more experience to enable me to become a better dietitian.
Mary Ann Allen
Dallas, Texas
I plan to become a teacher
after graduation any place I
may find a job.
Georgia Nix
Sommerville, Texas
After graduation, I plan to
spend a year of internship in
one of our leading hospitals.
After which I will be a member of the ADA and qualified to
begin work as a registered dietitian.
Willie L. Bennett
Brenham, Texas
After graduation I plan to
get a job teaching where ever
a job is available.
Troy L. Shaw
Dallas, Texas
After graduation I plan to
get my army obligations out of
the way by joining the army.
After completing my training
I have planned to get a job in
my major field where ever there
is one available.
LaVerne Pine
Waco, Texas
After graduation I plan to
become a Real Estate Saleswoman, and later, after sufficient
experience, I would like to be a
Real Estate Broker.
June E. Samuel
Beaumont, Texas
Upon graduation I plan to
attend graduate school. In September I am looking forward to
becoming a public school music
instructor.
Lizzie McLemore
Conroe, Texas
Upon graduation from college I plan to get a job in my
major field which is Social Service. If I don't get a job as soon
as I finish, I will further my
education in graduate school.
Marjorie Cobbs
Austin, Texas
After graduation I anticipate on getting a job in any
school system. If I am not employed in September I plan to
start working on a Masters degree.
Mrs. Vera A. Joe, Hardy
Port Arthur, Texas
After graduation I plan to
meet my husband in Kansas. In
September, I am anticipating a
job as business teacher or secretary in a public school or a
business firm.
Louise Emanuel
Oakwood, Texas
After graduation I plan to
attend graduate school part of
the summer. I shall spend the
remainder of the summer in
Los Angeles, California. In September, I plan to become an
elementary school teacher.
Peggy Redic
Kilgore; Texas
Upon graduation I plan to
_ ~ GRADUATION, Page 10
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As a Career
by Edison R. Fowlks

JUST AS A MEMORY - Shown above are the Freshmen class otf icers
during VTEF-EG. This was the very beginning of the class to achieve
and make the four years of accomplishments. Standing (left to right)
Charlie Vernon, Thurman Limbrick, Mr. C. H. Nichous, sponsor, Fredrick Greene and Cecil L. Strickland. Seated, left to right: Gladys White,
Martha Shepperd, Madena Hilburn, Frank Madison, Laverne Pine, Eddye
Dorsey and Yvonne Douglass.

History of the Class of '60
We, the class of '60 often
think back to a September day
in 1956 when in a combined
state of pride, humbleness and
gentle !-hock, we eagerly yet reluctantly set foot on Prairie
View's Campus to assume the
duty of becoming college men
and women. We clearly recall
gazing over the vast camous and
marveling at the beautiful
works of architecture. We will
never forget the sight of the
great host of potential friends
gathered there that day. They
were the ones that for the next
four years were to guide us out
of the darkness into the glorious sunlight of brotherhood
and co-operation.
Yes, it was only four years
ago that we were Freshmen
and "Green" as the grass that
comes after an April shower.
We relized that we were no
longer students of secondary
status, but were now face to
face with the challenges that
confront the rank of higher
]earning institutions. The issue
was before us. It was either
now or never. We fully realiz@d
that full responsibilities were
expected of us and that we
were no longer "Babies" at
home where to nestle in our
parents arms would provide
absolute sanctuary from the
world outside.
Our class, four years ago,
had the distinction of having
the largest enrollment in Prairie View's history. Our Freshmen year sponsors were wonderful. They were Mrs. Z. S.
Coleman. Mr. C. H. Nicholas,
Mr. S. W. Davis, and Mr. S. R.
Collins. These four are still our
sponsors today. Through their
guidance and friendship we
could not help but to achieve.
In our first year our class
officers proved to be of the highest caliber in providing leadership and service. As president,
we elected Frank Madison. as
vice president, Cecil Strickland,
as parliamentarian, Madena Hilburn, and as business manager,
George Brown, Jr. To give the
class a bit of grace, charm, and
sparkle. we elected beautiful and
marvelous Franceal Adkins as
Miss Freshman. The claSii still
cherishes her graceful beauty.
We also had a wonderful host of
sophomores, juniors, and senior
class officers. Their services will
always be remembered.
As the class progressed from
the Freshman year to the sophomore and junior years, it was
constantly active and showed its
growth physically, mentally, socially, economically, politically
and spiritually. Many of its
members joined the various
campus clubs and o~anizat1ons.

Large numbers of them became
outstanding leaders, received
honors, and helped the college
to meet its immediate and longrun needs. During these two
years the class sponsored two
events outside of others that
were long remembered. These
events were a movie, "Left Hand
of God" and a talent showcase,
"Up Town Manhattan."
The class of '60 can live in the
future with a clear conscience of
having exercised during its four
years at Prairie View, dignity
with regard to its fellow students, honesty in dealing with
the faculty, intelligence in the
classroom,
and
outstanding
leadership
throughout
the
school and community. Concerning its achievep,ents, the class
of '60 had, in its junior year,
thirty two of its members to be
listed in the national publication, "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges." Truly, the class
of '60 was a great class. and the
old "Alma Mater" will always
be a guide to it.
Here is some more about our
class. The class remained closely knitted throughout its four
year soan. At the beginning of
its junior year, a decrease in enrollment was noted, but this was
no hinder to its determination to
reach its set goal. This year, like
all of our years, was a year in
which we spent many wonderful and educational hours attending workshops, services and
various programs in the gymnasiums. We had lots of fun at
Blackshear Stadium, in the
"Rec" and conversing with our
Prairie View's dining
hall.
There were many silent but informative hours spent in the
comfortable W. R. Banks Library. Oh, yes, the good night
kisses were wonderful if not
marvelous. Holding hands was
not bad at all.
The four years we have spent
at dear Prairie View have not
been in the least vain, and not
only did we love the school
while we were here, but we will
always carry the school's love
within our hearts and feel that
we are capable of walking
through the storms of life with
our heads up high. We will walk
with dignity and pride. We are
the class of '60, a truly great
class.
The history of this class has
not yet been all told. Some of
its history will never be discovered on account of various
obstacles.
But as you proceed in your endeavors remember the good
"ole days" spent at Dear Prairie
View.

During my four years of
training at Prairie View, no
doubt, I have had over 500 of
my colleagues to utter the following questions: Why did you
major in agriculture? Why
should a farmer be educated?,
and What is there for an agricultural major to do besides
teach or farm? In this brief
resume, the answers to these
questions will be presented in
a way that they will be crystal
clear.
Striking as it may seem, I
did not have the priviledge of
living on a farm nor taking Vocational Agricultural instruction in my secondary school, but
my concept of agriculture is far
more different from the concepts of those persons who
have restricted agriculture to
teaching and farming. Agriculture has been mistakenly considered as those activities which
are being carried out on the
farms "back home." But that
is not agriculture alone, nor for
the most part.
If the field of agriculture was
so narrow that a person spending four years in it would be
prepared only for teaching or
farming - HOLD THAT COMMENCEMENT LINE 'TIL I
CHANGE MY MAJOR! . . .
Since we are not living in the
Pioneer Age, let my major remain the same.
It is readily assumed that
during Pioneer days, people
knew very little about Agriculture. Few people realized that
it could offer such wide possibilities. But we are not living
in the days of pioneers, for we
are living in a new a_g-e, one
which has almost revolutionized
the world. And it is striking to
believe that the minds of so
many people are so far behind.
Just as there is a m-eat difference in night and day, there
Is an evPn ITT'eater difference in the agriculture of
vester:vear as rnmnared with
that of today. The latter statement will be made factual with
the following cited examples:
The farmer can no longer assure his yield by "planting in
the dark of the moon". but by
adjusting hybrid vigor and balancing the chemical analysis of
the soil: the terms "sweet and
sour" may still be good terms in
the field of taste but in application to the soil, these terms
rnu~t be renlaced by a more acrurate understanding of the
negative logarithm of the H-ion
concentration as measured on
the "pH scale". The farmer's
year's success can no longer be
determined by the money bag
kept under his pillow through
a complete system of record
keeping which covers every

phase of the farmer's work;
when the health of his livestock is menaced by some microbiological disease, the farmmust be able to reach into his
vast storehouse of knowledge
and bring out an antibiotic to
counteract the activity of the
particular organism which he
is fighting. Now, I'll let you
answer this question: Should a
farmer be educated?
Agriculture is a broad field.
It is a field on which our nation
depends in order to survive and
grow in this age of rapid technological developments. It is a
field in which people get an enjoyment from working. It is a
field that is responsible for the
food we consume; the clothing
we wear and for the most part,
the supplies that we use. In
other words, "Agriculture is
you."
According to the American
Association of Land Grant Colleges and State Universities,
each year there is a need for
15,000 college graduates to fill
new agricultural positions. Just
in what areas are these jobs
found? They are found in Research, Industry, Business, Education, Communication, Conservation, Services, Farming
and Ranching. I shall let you
answer the second question:
What can an agricultural graduate do besides farm or teach?
Now I shall answer the last
question myself: Why did I
choose agriculture as a career?
One contemplating the field of
agriculture as a career is able
to receive a broad education
along with his technical training. With the latter statement
in mind, I chose Agriculture as
a major so that I may investigate and disseminate information that may be useful to mankind for a more discreet utilization of our heritage, the soil
and the plants.

Hopeful Dreams
By Alice Faye Tucker
My desire is steadily growing
To behold my dreams come true
My love is unceasingly flowing
Sweetheart just for you.
Oh! how my heart does ache
When you stand so near
I feel that nothing else can
make
My solitary life so dear.
This waiting only brings
bewilderment
And that I can hardly bear
But someday when you reveal
your sentiments
My dreams, my beloved will
share.

OUT-GOING EDITOR - Shown above is Edison R. Fowlks whose
term as editor is approaching an end. With this edition of the Panther

he will be succeeded by the newly elected editor.
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BRIEF CONTINUED from Page 7
cational experiences. But In order that you may know a little
about me, I shall tell you only a
few things about myself, and I
dare say whether they are good
or bad.
I was born in the city of Calvert, Texas In the year of 1939
where I attended the Calvert
High School and from which I
graduated in 1956. I left this
school with an Intended major
in Music (Instrumental) and a
Minor in Business or Spanish.
After my arrival I decided for
some odd reason that I would
major In Business and Minor fn
Music and Spanish. I started off
in Business Admlnlstratlon and
later I changed to Business Education with my same Minors. I
have a great love and appreciation for music and at times I regret my not carrying out my
plans. Now that it ls almost
over, and that I shall say with
much caution, I feel 1t unnecessary to give much consideration
to those mistakes as such. Although I do plan to further my
study in Music.
• I also have a great love and
admirance for poetry and ft is
often one of my relievers. Perhaps a poem would aid me describing some part of me to you.
I think ft is a verv good thing
for all people to find one constructive qua1tty in themselves,
at least one, in order that they
may resort to them when various incidents occur to cause a
change in their ordinary behavior as a means of self satisfaction. Certainly we all strive to
be well-rounded personalities
but there are times in each human being's lffe that he is confronted with situations or pro~
lems which demand some type
of resolution. The matured and
well-adjusted individual finds a
constnictive means of escape.
The weaker ones resort to
other forms, some in tears,
some through bottles of alcohol,
etc., but nevertheless 1t depends

For Graduaflon at
Lafayette College

ENGINEERING GRADUATES - Pictured above are members of the largest graduation class of engineers
in the history of the college. They are from back to front: Roosevelt Watson, Therman Wright, Willie Samuels, Freddie Jackson, Homerzell Thompson, Louis Parker, Floyd Evans, Carrington Stewart, Tommy Thorne,
Charles Kyles, Woodie McCellan, Charles Kellum, Robert Hoffman, Percy Daniels, Wilbert Flowers, Joe E.
Booker, and Billy T. Hervey.

School of Engineering Graduales
"The Largest Class in ifs Ristory"
by Robert Hoffman
Since the beginning of engineering at Prairie View, the number of engineering graduates
has had a gradual but steady increase. Starting with one graduate almost ten years ago, the
School of Engineering is happy
to announce that approximately
seventeen engineers will graduate this year.
The faculty and students of
the School of Engineering,
Prairie View A. & M. College;
Prairie View, Texas, salute the
following graduates of 1960:
Architectural Engineering
1. Mr. Thurman Wright, a
graduate of Phyllis Wheatley
totally upon the person himself.
It ls my sincere hope that my
conversation with you has been
a most enjoyable one; surely it
has been thrilling to me.

Hip, Hip,
Hurray

•

High School, Houston, Texas.
2. Mr. Charles E. Kellum, a
graduate of I. M. Terrell High
School, Fort Worth, Texas.
3. Mr. Joe E. Booker, a graduate of Gibbons High School,
Paris, Texas.
Civil Engineering
4. Mr. Willie L. Samuel, a
graduate of
Dunbar High
School, Texarkana, Texas.
5. Mr. Woodie McClellan, a
graduate of Burnett• High
School, Terrell, Texas.
6. Mr. Robert L. Hoffman, a
graduate of Phylliss Wheatley
High School, Houston, Texas.
Electrical Engineering
7. Mr. Wilbur Flowers, a graduate of Lincoln High School,
Port Arthur, Texas.
•8. Mr. Charless E. Kyle, a
graduate of J. H. Rowe High
School, Jasper, Texas.
9. Mr. James C. Jones, a graduate of Jack Yates High School,
Houston, Texas.
10. Mr: Johnson Van Roberts,
a graduate of 0. J. Thomas High
School, Cameron, Texas.
11. Mr. Carrington H. Stewart,

Boy Scouts Plan
New Division
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Reorganization of the E. B.
Evans Scouting Division was
proposed by area Boy Scout officials during a meeting set for
April 26 at Prairie View A. and
M. College.
Registered Negro Scout leaders throughout the area were
invited to attend the dinner
meeting. They represented the
communities of Brenham, Burton, Caldwell,
Chapel Hill,
Hempstead, Prairie View, Snook,
Somerville, and Washington. R.
N. Beard, district executive of
the David Crockett District, Sam
Houston Area Council, presented
the plans of divisional organization.
The program also consisted of
informal remarks by C. E. Liles,
council field director, Harold
Pflughaupt, district chairman
and President E. B. Evans. A
nominating committee was appointed to select a slate of officers for the new division which
will be a part of the David
Crockett District.
Divisional organization within
the district will help in supplying adequate leadership to the
many special activities in the
scouting program. Prairie View's
staff and facilities will be
made available on a more organized basis to community
scouting under the new organi-

zation.

GRADUATION CONTINUED from Page 9
become a public school business
instructor.
After completing
my first year of teaching I plan
to attend graduate school for
six weeks. I will spend the remainder of the summer traveling abroad.
James G. Wooten
Houston, Texas
My plans include a two year
hitch in the army, after which
I plan to re-enter school on the
graduate level and secure a
Masters degree in either Administration and Supervision
or Bacteriology or both.
Raymond J. Wright, Jr.
Bastrop, Texas
After graduating in May I
plan to teach one or two years
and return to school for work
on a Masters Degree.
Laura Fay Vonner
Waco, Texas
After graduation I plan to
become an Elementary or Business teacher. I plan to work on
my Master degree during the
summer months.
a graduate of Moore IIlghSchool, Waco, Texas.
Mechanical Engineering
12. Mr. Floyd Evans, a graduate of Booker T. Washington
High School, Elysian Fields,
Texas.
13. Mr. Tommy Thorne, a
See ENGINEERING, Page 14

Eston, Pa. (I. P.) - An · average of at least 70 in a student's major field will be a Lafayette College _graduation requirement effective with the
class of 1962, according to a resolution approved recently by
the faculty. Achievement of 70
or better in his major will mean
that the studies a student com- .
pletes in his major field are of a
quality level, commented Dr.
Charles C. Cole, dean.
Additional resolutions approved by the faculty will prevent
any department from requiring
a minimum cumulative average
for acceptance as a major effective beginning with students entering their junior year in September, 1960. he said. Dr. Cole
added that the faculty has voted
to allow students whose records
are poor to be accepted conditionally for one semester as a
major in a department. "At the
close of that semester majors accepted on a conditional basis will
either be accepted on a regular
basis or be required to withdraw
from the major," he said.
"Students making unsatisfactory progress in meeting the requirements of the major may, at.·
the discretion of the committee
on scholastic standing and the
dean, be required to withdraw
from the college," said Dr. Cole,
commenting on the resoution approved by the faculty.
According to Mr. John W.
Gould, registrar, candidates for
a bachelor's degree are also ~ quired to maintain a minimum ·
cumulative average of 70 for
four years of study, and all but
those majoring in engineering
must pass a comprehensive examination in their major field.

SPECIALISTS CONTINUED from Page 7
vice prior to their 55th birthday.
Individuals who are interested in applying and desire additional information are invited
to contact the Professor of Military Science and Tactics, Room
103, Spence Hall, Prairie View
A&M College.
r

CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS
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Freeze King Drive-Inn Dinette
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Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Thompson, Props.
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STATE BANK
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OUTSTANDING SENIOR LEADERS
Outstanding Senior Leaders
Among the numerous leaders
in the Class of 1960, there are
certain ones who may be considered the most outstanding.
The above members of the class
are those whose positions and
records are quite meritorious
and have earned them a position
among ten of the most representative senior leaders during
their four years' attendance at
Prairie View.
HAZEL H. MUSE, Business
Administration major from Tyler, Miss Prairie View, Miss
Crescendo 1956-'57 and 1958-'59.
Sophomore and junior attendant
to Miss Prairie View, an AKA
Debutante, listed in Who's Who
Among American Colleges and
Universities.
GENTRIS HORNSBY, Business Education major from San
Antonio, Co-Captain of the Panther football squad, 3-year All
American. Executive Officer of
the Rare.
DAVID WEBSTER, Engineering major from Houston, CoCaptain of the Panther football
squad.
PEARLIE
M. WARREN,
Business Education major from
Tyler, active on the Panther
newspaper staff, member of Alpha Kappa Mu National Honor
Society, listed in Who's Who

Among American Colleges and
Universities.
HENRY E. McDUFFY, Biology major from Shepherd,
President of the Senior Class,
President of Alpha Kappa Mu,
member of the Texas Academy
of Science, recipient of the Guinn
Award in Science in 1959 and
Omego Psi Phi Scholarship Award, 1959.
JOHNNY RAY JACKSON,
Biology major from Hearne,
ROTC Cadet Colonel, listed in
Who's Who Among American
Colleges and Universities. Recipient of Prairie View Alumni
Award 1957-'58; '58-'59, and
Outstanding Junior Cadet, 19591960.
OLIVIA GREY, Business Education major from Dallas, President of Club 26, member of Alpha Kappa Mu National Honor
Society, listed in Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities.
CECIL STRICKLAND, Agricultural Education major from
Pittsburg, President of Freshman, Sophomore and Junior
Class, Superintendent of' Sunday
School 1958-'59 and 1959:-'60,
Chaplain of YMCA 1958-'59 and
1959-'60. A member of Alpha
Kappa Mu National Honor SoSee OUTSTANDING, Page 13
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PY Graduates
We Finish to Begin Has College
By Elliott L. Johnson
R.eal ly Helped Me? ParticipaHng in
Pondering over the distant
past, we all can remember our
first year in elementary school
We recall our first teacher, how
much we liked or disliked her;
how we often carried little projects to our parents and teachers
for praise and criticism, and how
often we joyously got an "A" or
sadly, an "F.". Ah, these were
glorious days in our lives, but
they were soon climaxed by the
day that we graduated from elementary school.
From that day on, how we
must have watched the calendar,
day after day, anxiously waiting for the next school year to
begin. The school year which
would bring us to the day we
would enter high school. One
morning, when the day finaily
came, we embarked on a new
adventure in education - High
School.
I wonder if it is safe for us
to recall the four wonderful
years we spent there. Well, let's
chance it, let's go back into
dreamland and remember the big
football game, the one where you
threw four touchdown passesor, if you prefer, remember the
person who was proudly waiting
for you after that game. Remember the day you were elected Queen? Or it is more interesting to recall that "mad crush"
you had on the big handsome
fullback? These are memories
we shall always treasure. Especially the day of commencement.
And the glorious days had
passed. We had finished high
school. But this brought us to
another step, another rung in the
educational ladder. Now we
could hardly wait for September
and our entrance to college. Sure
enough, just as our high school
career began, so did this all important day come, and like high
school, those four years passed
with increasing rapidity.
We are now enjoying our senior year in college. I wonder,
does it really compare with that
"wild" freshman year? The time
we were "green" and had to be
shown the way back to our dormitories. Or is the comparison
to be made to our "sophisticated" sophomore year when we
watched the new freshmen, and
marveled that they were just as
"green" as we had been. How
important we must have felt
then.
Again the end is in view. This
senior year is rapidly approaching an end and we must begin
newer endeavors; we must continue- our stride forward.
We began elementary school
and finished to begin high
school; we finished high school
to begin college. Now we are on
the eve of finishing college.
Where do we go now? Fellow
classmates, these levels of completion simply mean that the
race is just beginning. They are
only the necessary steps for our
start on our journey through the
years ahead.
May I congratulate you, Class
of '60, on your completion of
college and express sincere hopes
that your next beginning will be
a profitable anct enjoyable one.

By Wilton D. Harris
There is one thing that has
disturbed me ever since I have
been in college. Every year during the month of May I somehow or another always manage
to meet one of those persons
who is about to graduate and
ask him this or a similar question, "What has college done for
you?" In my opinion, I too, frequently meet those who say
NOTHING. This to me is most
disturbing.
Now, as I prepare to graduate, it is quite likely that someone or even my own conscience
iR going to ask me the same
question that I have asked so
many others, ''What has college
done for you?" Well, in the
event that I am asked that or a
similar question, here is the answer I will give. "College has
done much toward helping me
to come closer to my ultimate
goal, which is to become a well
informed and useful citizen in
my community and my country.
In striving to meet this goal,
Prairie View has been most effective in the following areas
and manners:
1. Since I have been in college, I have learned the importance and value of utlllzJng time,
money, and other economic factors as efficiently as possible.
2. -Living in a big-little-world,
a rapidly changing society, and
a world that is filled with mixed emotions, in order to bear the
responsibilities of a useful citizen, it is necessary that I be informed. Prairie View has taught
me how to utilize some of the
resources that are at my disposal in order that I may become and remain informed.
3. Prairie View has taught me
that I am part of humanity.
Therefore, I am affected by all
acts of humanity either directly
or indireet y-, negatively or positively, and that I am morally
obligated to do all that ls within my power to do those things
that will help all people.
4. Finally, college has gone a
long way in helping me to discover myself, wh.at I can and
cannot do. It has taught me how
to use my abilities to the maximum and how to convert my
liabilities into abilities.
All of this is to say that Prairie View is a great institution of
higher learning, but not to say
that it is perfect, for it is not.
Prairie View has its shortcomings just as all other institutions.
I am saying however, that if we
as students would avail ourselves to that which is provided in
~dequate quality and quantity,
1t would consume all of our time.
Neither am I going to say that
every hour at Prairie View has
been pleasan,t, ~ it hasn't,
but the results of every hour
that I have spent at Prairie
View were good.
At this point, I should like to
thank everyone in every department for doing those things
that were not necessarily required in helping my four years
spent at Prairie View to be the
most enjoyable, inspirational
important, and profitable yea~
of my life.

Establishing Nonns
Prairie View has recently been
selected in a program designed
to establish norms for a test in
foreign affairs. In view of the
surging interest in foreign affairs, and importance of foreign
affairs as a consequence of the
compressing of distance between
nations because of nonpariel,
mass technological advances, the
Educational Testing Center has
launched this program which includes colleges and universities
throughout the United States.
The test on the campus was
administered by the Counseling
Office, headed by Dr. W. L
Cash. It was given only to graduating seniors.

These are the silver wings of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive
opportunity.
The Aviation Cadet Progi::am
is the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this rigorous and professional training, a high school
diploma is required; however, two
or more years of college are highly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the responsibilities of his position. This includes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses under the Bootstrap education program. The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence requirements for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choice.
If you think you have what it
takes to earn the silver wings of
an Ai Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navigator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill in
and mail this coupon.

us

There's a place for tomo"ow's
leaders on the
Aerospace Team.
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MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AYIATIOH .•~El INFORMATION

DEPT. SC 10:» .
BOX Tl>OI, 'W'MRINQTON 4, D. c.
I am between 19 and 26½, a citizen
of the U. S. and a high school graduate
wit
years of college. Please
send me detailed Information on the
Air Force Aviation Cadet program.
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Agronomy Club

Club Round-Up
Alpha Kappa Mu

Barons of Innovation

Alpha Kappu Mu National
Honor Society was conceived of
as an organization of men and
women of superior abilities who
would be so organized that their
mutual efforts might be coordinated and stimulated. The social
and fraternal phases of a national organization are especially
valuable in making a program
of creation articulate and dynamic. Such an organization can
make scholarship real functional.
It can present the scholarship as
a "man thinking" - an individual with a program which uses
a superior mind to do desirable
work for the service of mankind. The organization aims to
encourage and emphasize studies, original investigation, research, creative work and publications.
The Alpha Pi Mu Chapter of
Alpha Kappa Mu National Honor Society at Prairie View College regards highly the standards of the organization and
strive to help by discovering potential scholars, gifted students,
and to assist them to receive
recognition, fellowships, and assistant-ships. The chapter aims
to bring together master and
student to their mutual benefit
and to the advancement of human knowledge and understanding.
Each year the chapter becomes more active in achieving its
goal. This year it sponsored the
Sixth Annual Honors' Day Convocation and the President's
Banquet to all honor students of
the first semester honor roll.
Initiated several new members
to the chapter, and sent delegates to the National Convention
held in Victoria.
The chapter strongly emphasizes the qualifications for membership. A person must have accumulated at least a "3.3" grade
point overage; good standing
with the college and must have
accumulated at least 75 semester hours, in order to become a
member.

The Barons of Innovation Social Club, for men, is completing a very successul school year.
Like the gallant Barons of
France, the Prairie View Barons
have achieved in all of the areas
of campus life.
A well planned pledge program brought in 23 new members into the Baronage. These
twenty three men were of the
select group on the Sophomore
and Junior classes. A Christmas
party was one of the Barons
first social events.
The traditional religious Vesper program, "The Spoken Word
With Embellishment," was certainly one of the best presentations of the year. The theme this
year was "I Am My Brothers
Keeper." An impressive Chapel
service was conducted by the
Barons, during the first semester, with their sponsor, Dr. Ronald Rousseve, delivering the
message.
Once again the Barons captured the number one place among
club floats during the colorful
homecoming parade. The Barons
queen, Miss Carl Ann Halton,
was an eyecatching beauty aloft
the prize-winning float.
COURTESY WEEK was once
again sponsored by the Barons
for the purpose of encouraging
courtesy toward everyone by everyone on the Prairie View Campus. This week is said to have
been most successful, because
many new acquaintances were
made during the week-long endeavor.
At the end of the first semester, fifteen Barons secured a
place on the Honor Roll by making a scholastic average of 3.0
or above. During the year, men
of the Baronage took part in religious activities, academic activities, and three Barons were
listed in "Who's Who Among
College and University Students."
As the year ends the Barons
close their activities for the year,
only to plan bigger and better
things for the coming year.

See ALPHA KAPPA, Page 15

CONGRATULATIONS
and

BEST WISHES

Twenty-Eight Seniors Teach
At PV'sTraining School

During the second semester, III, Barbara Woodson, Doris
twenty - eight seniors started Williams, Ethel Wheeler and
See AGRONOMY, Page 13
their Student Teaching at the Evelyn Rausaw.
Prairie View Training School of which Mr. H. Jones is prinCONGRATULATIONS SENIORS!
cipal.
Seeing a need for an early
HARRIS-WYATT FUNERAL HOME
start toward professional mindedness, Mr. Jones suggested, in a
Bellville
Texas
student teachers meeting, that
the student teachers organize
themselves as a group. The
group agreed and Miss Earlyne
GOOD LUCK SENIORS!
Swisher and Mr. Hensley Sapenter were chosen as Co-ChairAL BROOKS INSURANCE AGENCY
men of the future teachers and
Miss Barbara Holts was chosen
Bellville, Texas
as the secretary.
'I\vo meetings were held with
Mr. 0. J. Thomas, of the College Placement Office being the
GOOD LUCK SENIORS!
first speaker, telling the requirements for job placement and the
BOB'S GULF STATION
advantages of making applicaTexas
Hempstead
tions for placement at the placement offices here at Prairie
View.
Mr. S. W. Davis, of the DeGOOD LUCK SENIORS!
partment of Education, was the
second speaker to the group. Mr.
NAEGELI BROTHERS
Davis related to the students the
Fertilizers - Feeds - Seeds
problems of the beginning and
Texas
Waller
new teacher, hoping to iron out
some of the problems early so
that the first jobs of the present
Studnet Teeachers would be parBEST WISHES FOR A SUCCESSFUL CAREER
tially free of problems.
The twenty-eight students at
PEOPLE'S CLEANERS
the Training school are: Hugh
Boykins, Sibl Carr, Bernice CaTexas
Hempstead
ry, Hermia Childress, Eddye
Dorsey, Bettye Daniels, Barbara
Denman, Clifton Gilliard, Shearlie Glenn, Elizabeth Green, HarCOMPLIMENTS of
old Grimes and Barbara Holts.
Other student teachers are:
HEMPSTEAD'S FLORIST
Reed Jones, Pennie Lewis, Louis
Hempstead
Texas
Moore, Herman Newsome, James
Roach, Darlene Sheppard, Hensley Sapenter, Erma Steen, Earlyne Swisher, Levy Scott, Willie
BEST WISHES SENIORS!
Washington, Scott Westbrook

Cultural Club
11

Winfree's "Lucky 7
Super Market
Hempstead's Most Talked
About Food Store
Phone 253

Texas

;'

CRESCENDO OFFICERS - Making plans for the school year of
1960-61 are (left to right): Taft Barkley, Edgar Henry, James Wooten,
Benard Parker, Reginald Holloway, Joe E. Booker, Alvin Jeffrey, and
Robert Davis.

Les Beaux Arts

SENIORS

Hempstead

: ...

"Progress is our most important Product," say the members
of the Agronomy Society.
During the four yeaers here
at the college, the Agronomy
Club has stood out among the
many fine clubs on the campus.
This year, the club is sponsoring
the "Annual Field Day Tour of
the Farm'' for campus - wide
spectators. The event is to show
the various Plant and Animal
Research Programs conducted by
the Texas Agricultural Experiment Sub-Station No. 18, located
here at Prairie View. In addition, there will be exercises,
dealing with extracting digestible nutrients and determining
the pH-ion Concentration of
soils.
Transportation in the form of
a hay ride will be furnished by
the club to various areas of the
tour. The event will finale with
the serving of some wholesome
food products, produced on the
farm.
It is the club's objective to

The Les Beaux Arts Cultural
Club for men, is ending their
year with as much vim and
vigor as they had at the beginning of the 1959-'60 school year.
At the beginning of the year,
plans were set forth to sponsor
various cultural events along
with their sister club, Les Belle
Lettres. Many of these events did
materialize but the one that
stands out most is the demonstration of different types of art
and the different artists, that
created the beautiful art forms.
This demonstration was made by
Mr. L. C. Wesver, of the Department of Education who was
at that time one of the sponsors
of Les Beaux Arts.
The social season for the
spring, the ball was held in the

Seel.ES BEAUX, Page 14

GEORGE'S DEPARTMENT STORE
Hempstead

Texas

GOOD LUCK SENIORS!

WALLER FURNITURE STORE
Waller, Texas

Phone 59

BEST WISHES SENIORS!

ARMER DRUG
Drugs - Cosmetics - Cutter Vaccine - Laundry Service - Gifts
Black and Gold Stamps with Each Purchase
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Shultz, Owner

BEST WISHES SENIORS

A. M. McCAIG - WESTERN AUTO
Waller, Texas

Phone 102
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IN MEMORY OF

OUTSTANDING

Abner Davis

CONTINUED from Page 11
ciety, listed in Who's Who Among American Colleges and Universities.
SCOIT C. WESTBROOK ID,
History major from Houston,
Regional Council Chairman of
YMCA, President of Les Beaux
Arts Cultural Club, President of
YMCA 1958-'59, Treasurer of
Student Council 1958-'59, Associate Editor of Panther yearbook 1958-'59, and Associate
Editor of the Panther newspaper from 1957-'60.
JIMMY E. LYDIA, English
major from Fort Worth, Editor
of the Panther Newspaper January 1957 - January 1959, pres•mt Associate Editor of Panther, member of Alpha Kappa MuNational Honor Society, listed in
Who's Who Among American
Colleges and Universities, winner
of the Anne L. Campbell English Award for Junior English
major having highest achievement average.

by Billy Massey

STATEN. H. A. OFFICERS - The 1960-61 leaders are Estella West,
president, Centerville; Mary Ann Whitfield, first vice-president, Palestine; Maddie McCalister, second vice-president, Lamesa; Delores Reed,
third vice-president, Cuero; Agnes Sue White, secretary, Longview; and
Joyce Faye Haynes, historian, Edna.

AGRONOMY CONTINUED from Page 12
help stimulate the interest of

many to become familiar with
and have a better appreciation
for the backbone of the world,
"Agriculture."

Do You T/Jink for }(Jurse/F/'
(DIG THIS QUIZ AND SEE IF YOU STRIKE PAY DIRT*)

According to Mr. C. H. Nicholas, Chairman of the Abner
Davis Student Loan Fund, and
Biology instructor at Prairie
View, over a period of 31 years,
at least 4500 students have been
granted loans from the fund.
In the center of Prairie View's
quadrangle over 15,000 initiates
have paid tribute to the Abner
Davis Memorial Fountain, and
yet when questioned less than
20 persons on the campus lmow
the story of Abner Davis.
Mr. L. C. Mosley, Prairie View
Cashier who was playing on the
same side of the line with Davis,
in discussing the tragic accident
stated that - 32 years ago, on
Oct. 20, 1927, Prairie View met
Texas College at Tyler, Texas, in
a football contest that proved
disastrous to one of the most
talented grid heroes ever to don
the glorious colors of Purple
and Gold.
Abner Davis, then 25, a sophomore right end, from Wharton,
Texas, was noted for his hard
play and vicious tackling. He
was critically injured when he
made a jarring tackle of a Texas
ball carrier. Davis was carried
from the field on a stretcher
and taken to a Tyler hospital,
where it was discovered that he
had broken his neck.
The hard fought gridiron battle which ended in a 27-27 tie,
overshadowed the accident that
most spectators thought was not
serious.
Dr. E. B. Evans, who was
Athletic Director at the time,
drove Abner from Tyler to the
Prairie View Hospital. About
ten days after the accident Davis
died. He was given a double funeral, one on the campus and
the other in Wharton.

Before Abner's coffin was lowered into the grave, a purple and
gold blanket was draped across
it, signifying that Davis was not
only a gentleman who was liked, and respected, but he had
given his most precious possession, trying to uphold the honor
of his school - his life!
The Abner Davis Loan Fund
was started by Abner's parents
for the purpose of helping athletes pay their monthly fees.
This was before Prairie View
started awarding scholarships to
athletes. Now any student who
desires, can apply for a loan
from the fund.
Like John Brown, Abner Davis is dead but his spirit is kept
alive on the campus.

Golf Toumament Won
By Prairie View
The Prairie View Relay Golf
Tournament was won by Prairie
View with a total score of 625.
Arkansas was second and Texas
Southern University was third.
The team was led by the captain, Kennie Mayes, a senior
from Dallas, Texas; who was the
Medalist (lowest score) with a
total of 151 for the two days.
Team members are: Lucas
Brown, a freshman from Henderson, Texas; Billy Massey, a
senior from Dallas, Texas; Kennie Mayes, a senior from Dallas,
Texas; and Tommy Williams, an
advanced junior from Wichita
Falls, Texas.
The team will lose two p1ayers; they are Captain Kennie
Mayes and Billy Massey. These
men will be missed greatly by
the team and the coach.

U. S. Exporting Education
To Underdeveloped Countries
"You can't teach an old dog new tricks" means
(A) better teach him old ones; (B) it's hard to get
mental agility out of a rheumatic mind; (C) let's
face it-Pop likes to do the Charleston.

When your roommate
borrows your clothes
without asking, do you
(A) charge him rent? (B)
get a roommate who
isn't your size? (C) hide
your best clothes?

A0B0C □

,

When a girl you're with
puts on lipstick in public;
do you (A) tell her to
stop? (B) refuse to be
annoyed? (C) wonder if
the stuff's kissproof?

A0B0C0

men and women who think for themselves usually smoke Viceroy. They've
studied the published filter facts; they
know only Viceroy has a thinking man's
filter. And Viceroy has rich, full tobacco
flavor-a smoking man's taste. Change
to Viceroy today!
*If you checked (B) on three out of four of
these questiom-you think for yourself!

A0B0C0
If you were advising a
friend on how to pick a
filter cigarette, would you
say, (A) "Pick the one
with the strongest taste."
(B) "Get the facts, palthen judge for yourself."
(C) "Pick the one that
claims the most."

A0B0C0
It's a wise smoker who depends on his
own judgment, not opinions of others,
in his choice of cigarettes. That is why

Famlllar
pack

or
crushproof

box.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows-

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER-A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
011190, -•WllllamlOD Tobaa» Carp.

Statistics indicate United States colleges, universities and other institutions of higher learning have more than 57,000 foreign citizens enrolled.
This international educational
program is not a one-way street
as more than 12,000 U. S. citizens will complete their schooling abroad this year which permits them through close personal associations to project the
American way of life among
foreign nations. These international programs promise longrange benefits politically and
economically.
More foreign citizens study in
the Untied States than in any
other country which promises a
better understanding of America's philosophy aimed toward improving the lot of small nations.
Inevitably they return better
equipped to aid in the development of the economy and standards of living of their native
lands.
Not surprising is the fact that
the vast majority of foreign
citizens studying in the United
States comes from the underdeveloped
countries
where
schools of advanced learning covering broad fields are either nonexistent or all too scarce to satisfy the educational needs.
The largest number come from
the Far East followed in sequence by Latin America, Europe, Near and Middle East, Canada and African countries.
Railway Express Agency stattistics reveal that it handled
thousands of shipments yearly
to and from U.S. colleges, some
consisting of personal baggage
and books, other include U. S.

products purchased and shipped
to friends and relatives abroad.
These personal shipments logically may be considered the forerunners of growth in commercial international trade, presuming some of these foreign nationals ultimately will engage in
foreign trade.
Transportation is a vital element in any widespread cultural,
educational and commercial exchange, and in recognition of
this, Railway Express Agency
will activate a prearranged nationwide plan that will make
available at colleges its foreign
shipping service for personal effects destined to any of 106
countries around the globe during the several weeks preceding
college closings for summer vacations.
A similar plan will cover the
expected baggage movements incident to the return of American
students enrolled overseas. Appointment by Railway Express
of well-established transportation companies in many foreign
lands permits this orderly shipping arrangement. The international baggage service is an extension of the domestic express
service used each year by students returning to their homes
for summer vacations at the
close of college terms.
America is accumulating a
vast capital of good will among
peoples abroad through these
cultural exchanges and if the
world's political ills can be helped by a climate of better understanding, then the colleges of
the United States are making
notable contributions.
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Class Favorites
FEMALE
MALE
MOST BEAUTIFUL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hazel Muse
MOST HANDSOME ... Tommy Malone .. · · ..... · · · · · · · · ·
BEST DRESSED ..... .T. J. Anderson .... . Yvonne Douglass
MOST HUMOROUS ... Willie North ....... Marie Randle
MOST VERSATILE ... Gentris Hornsby ... Thelma Jackson
MOST WITTIEST ..... William Johnson ... Geraldine Thibodeaux
MOST STUDIOUS .... .Henry McDuffy .... Cleopatra McGill
MISS PERSONALITY ................... Olivia Gray
MR. PERSONALITY .. Billy Johnson ..................... .
MOST LIKELY
TO MARRY ...... William Portis and . Gwendolyn Williams
MOST LIKELY
TO SUCCEED .... Jimmy Lydia ...... Frankie Mays
BEST DANCER ...... Herbie DuBose ..... Frankie Fredrick
MOST POPULAR ..... James Wooten ..... LaVerne Pine
EDITOR'S NOTE: These members were selected by the senior
class.

FO'R.EIGN SENIORS - Shown above a_re ou_tsta7:1ding st~en!s of the
Class of '60 from our neighboring countries, Liberia and Nigeria. The_y
possess many high qualities of leadership and hav_e proven the worthiness of their education. These students are left to rights S~m~l Gbadeyan, Nigeria; James Jolayemi, Niger~; ~obert George, Liberia; ~lfr~
Fromayan Liberia· John Farmah, Liberia; Alfred Fromayan, Liberia,
lohn Far~, Li,X:ria; and Moses Tubman, Liberia. All are enrolled in
the School of Agriculture.

The Science Graduates in An Age

Of Expanding Scientific Horizons
by Henry E. McDufly
As graduates in science in the
present era we stand on the
brink of horizons hitherto unexplored, unexplained and in
cases challenging to the imagination. We have prepared ourselves for various careers and
occupations. lt stands to reason,
however, that from the pace
with which changes have taken
place in the last decade that
many of us will occupy jobs,
positions and careers that today
are unknown.
Before the potential scientist
of the past decades and the present imaginauon defying events
have ta.Ken place, satteiltes and
man-made pianets have been
hurled into orbits. Happenings
of the past decade have wrought
such revolution that today the
science (and others) graduates
stand m lhe door of an extraordinary age.
we, tne graduates of science
in thlS era, are thrust into a
contmumg process where it is
aepenaem upon us to anruhillate
cuscance, maae Oine as nought,
maKe the illv1sib1e seen, the maudlble heard, the WlSpeakabJe
spoKen, the illtangio.1e 1e.lt and
Lne l.lilpoSSlbJ.e aC1..-ompilshed.
'J.'he ~cience graduates of '60,
the .111·st ill thlS aecaae of the
go1aen sixues, stand at the door,
ill which he with el.fort and perseverance, can open and go illto
a aecade tbat is to be constantly more luminous and much
greater enllghtened and fortunate than th.ls past one.
Today we, as space age gradultes, -stand casting a shadow
on a decade that will be a record
ill the hlstory of mankmd; but
we JOOk forward to making the
golden SLXties stand out even
more than the tabwous fifties.
We hope to push our decade far
above the firties as the surge of
scientillc and technological advances pushed the llities and the
!orties.
We realize that we are but a
link in an endless chain. We are
also awal'e of the fact that every
link in any chain is not exactly
the same; and that is our challenge as SC1ence graduates of
'60. To make our link in the
chain the one that even though
it is a link, it is an exceptional
one. We hold as did Abraham
l.Jncoln, that our lives are as
the atoms that go to make up
a crystal, our voices as the
.breezes that are re1reshing for
the moment but when paued on,

are long forgotten, but that our
accomplishments in this decade
will serve as a sort of light
house of afare spoken. We shall
not batter down every barrier,
nor climb every mountain, nor
shall we go into every depth of
the sea or the boundaries of
space, but the path we shall
make and the light that radiates
from our torch shall not be forgotten in this era.
Be'fore us stands the challenge
of race relationships, the mystery of life, the vastness of the
secrets of the atom and the new
ending corridors of space. And
here in this place of sacrifice
and this vale of humiliation, we,
as science graduates of '60 shall
rise with courage and stamina
even greater than that our forefathers possessed in the development of this great country of
ours. We shall challenge this era
as no other era has ever been
challenged.
We shall conquer this era and
the path that we make and the
light that we shall cause to shine
in the dark places shall forever
be a shining star as long as mankind exists on this earth.

FOREIGNERS CONTINUED from Page 8
the Land-Grant College System
in the United States is, therefore, desirable with particular
attention given to the organization and functions of the Cooperative Extensive Service.
The purpose and objectives of
this training course are to afford an opportunity for agricultural, home economics and rural
youth extensions workers from
these countries to:
A. Obtain a good working
knowledge of cooperative extension work in the United States,
and relate Federal, State and
private services to rural people.
B. Become inspired with the
philosophy and spirit of helping
others to help themselves, and
C. Exchange experiences, discuss techniques, and analyze
methods which may be adapted
for use in their home countries
in the further expansion of selfhelp programs in agriculture,
home economics, rural youth,
community improvement and
the general welfare.
The program is now underway in the various oonoentrated
areas and all participating countries are able to gain knowledge
by sharing information about
.their particular oountrla

University of Mass.
Requires More Math
And Science
Amherst, Mass. - (I. P .) More mathematics and science
will be required of applicants
for admission to the University
of Massaschusetts. Students hop•
ing to enter the University in
September 1961 will have to offer three units of mathematics
and one unit of laboratory
science.
Before recent faculty action
changed the requirements, applicants could offer two and onehalf units of mathematics instead of the three to be required for 1961. The science offering,
now a requirement, was optional
heretofore.
All applicants must offer a
minimum of 16 units of secondary school work, each unit being a year-long course. For those
seeking admission in 1961, the
offerings must consist of: college
preparatory mathematics- three
units (preferably one unit of
geometry and two units of algebra) ; laboratory science - one
unit; English-four units; foreign language (two years of one
language)- two units; U. S. history-one unit.

graphies placed in this year's
edition of Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities.
Our Miss Prairie View, Hazel
Muse, is a member of this club;
she also reigned two years as
Again this year, Club 26 cli- Miss Crescendo.
maxed its program of activities
Club 26 originated an Interwith the presentation of its 13- est Group of 52 sophomore girls
ers at the Crescendo's Annual who are now being trained, culBlack and White Ball, Thursday turally, socially, and intellectnight, April 21.
ually. 26 of these young ladies
'l'he Black and White Ball is will compose the pledge club,
sponsored jointly each year by
Club 13/26, of next year.
the sister and brother clubs,
Two awards of $26.00 and
Club Crescendo and Club Twenty-Six, and held on the Thur-s- $13.00 were made by this Club
to two new members of the Club
day nearest the 26th of April.
The members of Club 13/26 on the Annual Awards night. A ance. The Club is also grateful
were presented to the Prairie contribution of $26.00 was also to our brothers, Club Crescendo
View Community as 26ers, and given to the Adam Oliphant for their splendid cooperation
with us.
will function as Club 26 the Fund for Turkey Drive.
Becanse our sponsors played
next school year.
The Club of this year is hopOther than the !act that the such a large part in our pro- ing that the newly-initiated
Club has inducted 26 lovely, gram of activities, Club 26 wish- members will do an even greater
beautiful, and intelligent ladies es to extend its deepest thanks job of holding up the standards
into its club, there are also other to Mrs. Dorothy Wells and Mrs. of the club, so that by setting
accomplishments that were made Marlene Muckleroy for their as- fine examples, an even better
throughout the year.
sistance, cooperation, and guid- Prairie View will evolve.
Club 26 initiated the idea of
wearing monogrammed blouses
as a part of the club uniform.
Eight members of this club
were chosen to have their biblio-

Another Year of
Accomplishments
For Club 26

·OLIVER 4·PLOW

ENGINEERING CONTINUED from Page 10
graduate of Emile High School,
Bastrop, Texas.
14. Mr. Billy Hervey, a graduate of Carver-Omaha High
School, Naples, Texas.
15. Mr. Louis Parker, a graduate of Booker T. Washington
High School, New Braunfels,
Texas.
16. Mr. Homerzell Thompson,
a graduate of Douglas High
School, Jacksonville, Texas.
17. Mr. Percy J. Daniels, a
graduate of I. M. Terrell High
School, Fort Worth, Texas.
This
comparatively
large
graduating class is further evidence that todays students are
beginning to reali7.e the importance of such training in the
rapidly increasing field of technology.
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WALLER
IMPLEMENT CO., INC.
OLIVER SALES and SERVICE
GOODYEAR TIRES

S. M. C. MOWAL

Phone 146

Waller, Texas

LES BEAUX
CONTINUED from Page 12
LBL with their Annual Spring
Ball. With all of the glory of
spring, the ball was held in the
beautifully decorated gynasium,
where the selected guest danced
to the music of Arnett Cobb and
his band. Surely a pace setter !or
the rest of the balls that were to
follow, the event was enjoyed by
all. Mrs. Julia Owens, a past
sponsor of LBL, took the lead in
assisting the members of both
clubs, for this affair.
The officers for this 3•ear were
Scott Westbrook ill, president;
Lloyd Mayfield, vice president;
Paul Stiner, secretary; Manuel
Holloway, treasurer;
Lonnie
Bowan, parliamentarian; John
Johnson, Business Manager and
Adam Oliphant, chaplain. Mr.
Ervin Perry, of. the School ol
Engineering, is the sponsor of
the olub .

CONGRATULATIONS
SENIORS

FAULKNER'S
PHARMACY
Hempstead, Texas

.-
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Senior Class Predictions
· · Five years from today tlle
'PANTHER sees Mae Garcia, a
Sociology major from Dallas,
. ~mployed as a research assistant for a large publishing firm
in Los Angeles . . . Earlyne
Swi:;her, an Elementary Education majoi: ,from Oakland, California, will be furthering her
education at USC . . . Garrison,
Texas' Billie Joyce Bolton, a major in Secretarial Science, will be
private secretary to a Houston
:doctor.
Still looking into the · future,
the PANTHER predicts that
Home Economics Education major Ida Beatrice Bell from MidIand will be teaching Home Eco'i·10ini.cs Education in the Mid.land Public School System . . .
·A nne -Francis Jacobs from Henderson, also a Home Economics
Education major, will be teaching the same in the Henderson
Public School System ... Charlie G. Perry, an Industrial Edu-.cation major from McKinney,
will be an artillery specialist
with the U. S. Army.
Here are some more predictions from the PANTHER. Terrell's Callie Ruth Dean, a Business Administrtion major, will
be teaching the ·same in a Dallas high school . . . Employed
with a New Jersey oil producing
firm will be Willie L. Samuel, a
Civil Engineering major from
Texarkana, Texas ... La Verne
Pine, a Business Administration
major from Waco will be an assistant to the Business Manager
of a Chicago weekly.
The PANTHER'S crystall ball
is still working. On gazing into
the future, the PANTHER sees
Floyd A. Ferguson, an Industrial Education major from Kil-

COMPLIMENTS

ALPHA KAPPA CONTINUED from Page 12

a

gore, as a master plumber for
Kilgore firm five years from today ... Floyd E. Yancy, an Agricultural Education major from
Karnack, Texas, will be employed as a director of 4-H Club activities in Harrison County ...
Hearne's Johnnie R. Jackson, a
Biology major, will be a laboratory specialist in a large drug
firm.
The PANTHER also sees
James H. Henry from Dallas, a
Biology major, as a medical
technician in the U. S. Army ...
San Saba's William Storm, a major in Industrial Education, will
be employed by a Seattle manufacturer . . . Music major Sibyl
Elaine Carr from Tyler will be
teaching music in the Tyler
Public School System.
What else does the PANTHER see? Here's what. Esther R.
Steen, a Home Economics Education major from College Station, will be a consultant for a
Fort Worth baking compny . . .
Laura E. White, a Clothing and
Textile major from Houston,
will be a teacher of the same in
a Houston high school . . •
Barbara Dorsey, a Home Economics major from Marlin, will
be teaching at a Waco high
school.
The PANTHER predicts that
Charles W. Johnson, a History
major from McKinney, will be
continuing his education at the
University of Texas . . . Fort
Worth's Helen B. Dorsey, -a
Chemistry major, will be employed as a laboratory technician in St. Louis . . . Business
Administration major Gentris
Hornsby from San Antonio will
be Business Manager for a Detroit firm.

POULTRY CLASS - Shown a"bove is a class in the Poultry Processing Lab, receiving instruction from their instructor, Mr. J. J. Woods.
This instruction is a good example of the variety of Agriculture fields
now in constant demand.

The total membership of Alpha Pi Mu chapter is composed
of the following: Olivia Gray,
Evelyn Zackery, Cleopatra McGill, Pearlie Warren, Kathryn
Weisner, Nevarro Harria, Deralyn Gregory, Cecil Strickland,
Edison Fowlks, Jimmy Lydia,
George Brown, and Henry McDuffy.
The Alpha Kappa Mu National Honor Society will continue
to dignify scholarship through
symbols, publicity, and the interpretation of achievement to
the laymen. This is our ~k and
service.

7,500,000 Homemakers Mark Achievement

Of Better Uving for Their families
Nearly 7,500,000 white anderatively by the Extension Sercolored homemakers are recog- vice of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, the State land-grant
nizing their achievement of betcolleges, and county governter living for their families
ments.
through the application of the
Colored home demonstration
results of home economics research in their observance May agents are employed in the 17
1-7 of the 15th National Home States of the southern region
Demonstration Week.
where they work with about half
The celebrating homemakers a million homemakers. They give
are those who take part in home them pointers on home managedemonstration work. Many of ment, family economics, foods
these live on farms and others and nutrition, family relations
reside in towns and cities. They and other aspects of improved
are served by more than 4,000 home and family living. The
County Extension home demon- agents are assisted by some 30,stration agents of whom close to 000 volunteer local workers
whom they train for the assign450 are colored.
The observance is taking the ment.
form of achievement days, recAnd although the agents
ognition
ceremonies,
special themselves hold college degrees
meetings, and exhibits highlight- and in some cases graduate deing the home demonstration pro- grees, they continue to take ingram which is conducted coop- service training to keep abreast

of new home economics research
information, as well as the latest
methods of presenting it to
homemakers.
The research information is
developed through experimentation and other means by the Department of Agriculture and the
land-grant colleges.
The studies range from improved
nutrition and better
clothing construction to preferences for foods and fabrics.
Armed with the results of
such studies, home agents and
volunteer leaders gave information last year on foods and nutrition to more than 230,000
homemakers, on clothing to 205,000, and on family economics to
80,000. The information related
to such things as meal planning,
food preservation, clothing construction, clothing selection and
purchase, and family financial
planning.
The homemakers who are applying the latest research findings are improving their homes,
family meals, the grooming of
themselves and their children.

BEST WISHES FOR A SUCCESSFUL CAREER

GOOD LUCK SENIORS!
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Hempstead
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HEALTH -

Seniors in Sports
In athletics, there were many
members of the class of "60"
who were instrumental in helping the college to win national
ratings. In '58, the football team
won the Southwestern Conference Championship after defeating
Southern of Louisiana. In December of the same year, they
boarded a plane for Miami where
there they romped over Florida
A. & M. in the Orange Bowl and
won the National Collegiate
Championship. Making strategic
plays in these games and showing the spirit of good sportsmanship were members of the
class of '60. Captains Gentris
Hornsby and David Webster,
along with players Arthur Gilliam, Authur Sewell, Hensley
Sapenter, Billy Massey, Robert
Shaw, James White, John Farrington,
Rufus
Granderson,
Ralph Wilson, Clifton Gilliard,
Frank McKee, Jimmy Hunt, Edgar Johnson, and Quincy Foster
provided punch and spark for
our championship team.
It
would not be an exaggeration to
say that they were the backbone
of the team. They certainly
played leading roles.
In the other sports, members
of the class of '60 were also representatives. In baseball, providing the plays on the field and
hitting the ball at the plate
were Paul Scott, Charles Fisher, Edgar Johnson, and Joe
Booker. They provided many

chills and spills for the spectators.
Basketball was another sport
where our class members starred. Harold Brackins and Mose
Hill really were crowd-pleasers
and instrumental in Prairie
View's victories. Marshall Brown
was one of Prairie View's tennis
stars.
In golf, Kennie Mayes and
Billy Massey were familiar figures on the "green." They were
always prompt on the "tee."
Above were listed members of
the Class of '60 who participated in sports during their years
here. They were the men who
added a touch to our baseball
team. They were the men who
sparked our basketball team to
many victories. They were the
men who pleased the crowds on
the golf and tennis grounds.
They were the men of the Class
of '60. To them we give our salute. They were part of a great
team. They were part of a great
class. They were members of the
Class of '60. Indeed, like we are
proud of the entire class, so we
are proud of them. We will always remember them. We will
always remember the Class of
'60.

THE 1960 TRACK SQUAD full swing for the season.

Looking prosperous, the track team is in

Sport Season Closed After
Another Successful Year
The Prairie View track team
will bring an end to another successful track season with the
running of the S. W. C. track
meet on the campus of Southern University May 6 and 7.
The Panthers are in the running to regain their domination
of the conference which they
held during '56-'57-'58.
The Panther tracksters will be
led by the lowest broad jump
and low hurdles, James Kennedy, despite his leg injury
which has hampered him all
season.
P . V. is expected to win the

discus, low hurdles, broad jump;
they are also expected to give
some close competition in other
field events.
If the Panthers hold up to
their rating in the Conference
as they did at the Grambling
meet they should be able to regain their position at the top.
Coach Wright is expected to
take all of his Panthers in order
to gain as many places as possible. This is so because in a
meet of this type the winner is
decided on the basis of points.
In other sport events the Panther baseball team, by virtue of

CONTINUED from Page 4
c1um and sodium cyclamates
(cyclo hexyl sulfamates) are
commonly used.
There are many different
types of preservatives, each
type being best suited to a particular type of product, or more
effective against a particular
spoilage organism or chemical
change.
Smoothness of texture of confectionary, ice cream and other
frozen desserts; uniformity of
color, flavor and viscosity of
chocolate milk; "body" artificially sweetened beverages all of these things are controlled through the use of stabilizers
and thickeners.
Food and drug authorities
must make sure that labels correctly identify the product (including all contents) and test
for possible harmful effects on
humans. (A weekly feature of
Public Health Education Division, Texas State Department of
Health.)
Gramblings' use of an ineligible
player, has become tied for the
conference race; however their
last two games were rained out.
The Panthers have an eleven
game winning streak and playing that type of ball they should
be able to win if a playoff is
necessary.

Johnson Anficipates
Third Championship
Clifton Johnson, two-time winner of the Southwest Conference, is looking forward to his
next challenge, the Southwest
Conference for 1960. Clift will
be entering competition with
Grambling, Texas Southern, Arkansas, Southern, Texas College,
Wiley, and others.
Determined to win first place
in singles, Clift thinks the team
might have a good chance to
kick in place in doubles also.
His doubles partner has not yet
been declared. Members of the
team are: Thomas Jefferson,
Sophomore; James Anderson,
Freshman; Sanderson Woods,
Sophomore; James Anderson,
Freshman;
Jimmy
Thomas,
Freshman;
Clifton Johnson,
Junior and captain.
Johnson is from San Antonio,
Texas. He is a graduate of Phyllis Wheatley High School.
Clift has important wins this
year over Wilson of Florida A
& M, a semi-finalist at the Intercollegiate National Tourney;
and, also over Poindexter of Arkansas AM & N, singles finalist
in the Intercollegiate National
Tourney. Johnson is expecting to
face Poindexter in the Southwest
Conference. Cllft's record for
this year stands so far at 50
wins and two losses, the most
recent loss being in doubles in
the Prairie View Tournament.
Clift is undefeated in singles,
this year.

If you see something wild in this ink blot, like maybe
Lady Godiva fully clothed on a motorcycle, you're
ready for non-directive therapy. That's the kind where
the psychoanalyst doesn't say anything to you, and
we ourselves are very interested in it because of its
advertising possibilities.
With the non-directive approach, we'd just try to think
you into smoking L4 M's. We wouldn't have to tell you
about how L4 M, with its Miracle Tip, pure white inside, pure white outside, has found the secret that
unlocks flavor in a filter cigarette. And about how
this means fine tobaccos can be blended not to suit
a filter but to suit your taste.
Following the non-directive approach, we'd simply
show you the package. And this would give us more
time to polish our wedge shot, which we seem to
have trouble getting airborne. Or even moving.

Reach for

flavor . ...
Reach for

IlM
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UGGm & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

CUFT JOHNSON

